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MINUTES: Regular·Senate Meeting, 18 January 1978 
Presiding Officer: J. Arthur Keith 
Recording Secretary: Esther Peterson 
The meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m. 
ROLL CALL 
Senators Present: All Senators or their alternates were present except Rosella Dickson, Woodrow Monte and 
Larry Porter. 
Visitors Present: Larry Helms, Ed Harrington, Fern O'Neil, Duane Skeen, Jimmie Applegate, Gregory Trujillo, 
Don Caughey, Dale Comstock, Bernard Martin, and \villa Dene Powell. 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
Mr. Keith announced the following changes: 
1. Under "Communicatf0ns" add 
B. Letter from Galer Beed, dated January 10, 1978 
C. Letter from Ken Winslow, dated January 16, 1978 
D. Letter from Wendell Hill, dated January 6, 1978 
2. Under "Curriculum Proposals" add 
B. Graduate Curriculum proposals, ~ages 89, 90 and 91 
3. Under "Reports" insert 
C. Summer School Schedule 
and change consecutive letters. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Chairman Keith mentioned he wished to clarify a procedural problem wl1lch occurred at the January 4 SPnate 
meeting before asking for approv~l of the minutes of that meetjng. A motion to adopt Graduate CurriculLtm 
proposals, pages 89, 90 and 91 was seconded .by Mr. Floyd, who is not a sen a tt'r or alternate, but was a rcop 1 Rr-<~­
ment for an alternate. Mr. Keith missed that during the procedure and 'in order te> properly correr t this, he• 
will ask for another m~tion to approve those courses under Curriculum Proposals. 
Without objection, Mr. Keith rul~d the minutes of January 4, 1978 approved as distributed. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
The following communications ~~ere received: 
A. Three memoranda dated Ja.nuary 3 and e>ne dated January 9 frcim Preside.nr Brooks regarding the Recnli tmenl 
and Retention Program. 
~. Letter from Galer Beed, chairman of the department of Technology and Industrial Edncotiun, dAted 
January 10, 1978, informirtg the Senate that Ron Hales will be their d~partment Senate representnttv~ 
for Winter quarter. 
C. Letter fronl Ken IVinslow, dated January 16, resigning as a student seniltDr, and thankh1g ;-Jil ,,f th,~ 
Senators .for · al.lt~wing him to serve. 
D. Letter from IY0ndell Hi J 1, dated January 6, 1978, .transmitting ll report ct>nc.,rni.n!l, 
freshmen and· sophomore students under the age of 21 to reside in the Jonnatories. 
Committee ~vill be c'llilr.gc'd to review the .university housing policy ;md fnrmulat e a 
~liHRlCULUM PHOPOSALS 
~. Undcrgraduat~ Curriculum Committee proposals, pdge 483 . 
requir('mPn! s l:o1· 
The Stud"nt Affairs 
l"€'l'OmnH ~ ndrlt inn on . it. 
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MOTION NO. 1683: Mr. Warren mov<;>u, seconded by Mr. Benson, to approve the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee 
proposals, page 483; passed by a unanimous voice vote. 
B. Graduate Curriculum Committee proposals, pages 89, 90 a·nd 91. 
MOTION NO. 1684: Mr. Carlson moved, seconded by Mr. Tolio, to approve the Graduate Curriculum Committee 
proposals, pages 89, 90 and 91. Passed by a unanimous voice vote. 
REPORTS 
A. Chairman--Mr. Keith commented his report grows primarily out of his difficulty as Faculty Senate Chairman 
to represent adequately the diverse points of view which c~me from a group such as the Faculty Senate. 
He mentioned he wished to share some of his concerns and thoughts he has had during the last couple of 
weeks. 
The Senate has rejected reduction-1~-force Ghanges whi~h would have removed the statement requiring 
identification of essential programs. The Senate expressed to the Board of Trustees their feeling that 
a Long Range Plan should identify essential programs. The Board of Trustees has deferred tenure for 
several faculty because they have no assurance that those faculty can be in continuous employment with 
the institution. The Long Range Plan, which departments submitted, mad e no provisions for vc,luntarily 
suggesting that • their unit.s would decrease in size. At the last Senate meeting, th e four-quarter plan 
was dealt with. A request was made by Vice Presid~nt Harringtoo, through the Deans, for persons to 
volunteer to teach in the summer and not in the Spring and to date no one has volunteered. Mr. KeJth 
said that somehow these things have to be put Jnto perspective. The faculty are resi st lng a ll efforts 
to reduce themselves in sjze. • They eire r esis ting traveling off-campu s to tea ch cnurse>', r esis ting 
efforts to def~r tenure,· and seem to resist all solutions which are proposed to them for the management 
of the institution. 
The Senate Executive Commlttee returned to the Academic Vice Presid ent, without endorsement, thre e 
r~training leave proposals. Whlle the Executive Committee was supportive of the con cept of retraining, 
the proposals were returned to the Academic Vice President be.cause they were not accompanied by ;; 
statement from the department, nor the De;;n, which clearly indi ca ted that the university, Jn those 
departments and schools, needed that person to be retrained. The Executive Committee felt they didn't 
have any basis for making b recommendation that the retraining leave proposals were appropriate. 
At some point, thP faculty, in its deliberation~ in the Senate and in departmental ulscusslons, will 
need to descrlb e the kind of institution CHU shall become. Presently, we are a rc,gional unlversity 
serving approximately 5,000 students on-campus and 3,000 in off-campus programs. llle have a SC H contract 
of 85,000 and generate about 12,000 SCH off-campus with 85-100 faculty each qua~ter traveling to supply 
that program. Any reductiou .tn off-campus programs implies a r ed uction in f<J c ul ty. 
Mr. Keith urged the faculty to adopt a ·strategy of looking at the positive siue; '"e are' pn>\'idi ng euuca -
tional services to the state, particularly this central region, and we could look at off-~ampus programs 
as 'm opportunity to get out in other communities to provide some euucallonal services, rat hen t\1811 as 
a task we have to do because w~ have to get some student credit hours . He suggested departments should 
make struager efforts to cooperate with each other, to ~Vork in sort of unified fasllion to bLd ld thl s 
institution.· 
Mr .. Keith s ta.ted that the reduct ion-in-force pol icy recommendations that Pres ident Brooks submJ. t t ed ancl 
that the Senate accepted have been approved by the Roard of Trustees. One item which the Senate Code 
Committee proposed, which was accepted by the Senate and which had to do .lvith the deletion of graduate 
students from the seniority listing, was accepted by the Board of Trustees. The two items 1vhere the 
Senate and the President disagreed have not been acted on and h8ve be e n taken under advisement and study 
by the Board of Trustees, · Mr. Keith and President Brooks have met regarding these differences. The Senate 
position is that a'reduction-in-force plan should h~ve a ~lear idcntiflcation of essential programs. 
1'he university anticipates continued study and a po~sible proposal, but no formal Jmplementation of a 
four-quarter plan for this summer. 
The Mission and Roles statement has been arproved l>ith some modifications by the Board of Trustees. Mr. 
Keith convey ed to tile Ooard of Trustees that it was his op inion that the changes were not substantive. 
Copies will be distributed to Sena tor s soon. 
B. Executive Commltte,'--llLl rcport. 
C. Summer School Schedule--Nl'. Keith askeu Mr. Helms to report the administrative decision regarding 
scheduling of summer school classes. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Mr . Helms reported on th e decis ·l on wh·ich ha-s been made and the rationale for that deci.sion. lle said thai 
last year ' s s even-day i nstructional program .-as hased on the fact hat at that t1me they antic ipated an 
energy crisis and may have been forced to go to a four-day work week . Secondly, they wer e anti.cipa ting 
numerous ,~ork shops t o be developed on Priday , Saturday and Sunday in ordet" o tak advanta gP or th 
geographical location of E1lenshlJrg and perhaps move our Lnto th outdoo~ environment. Th ·l rdly . they 
were anticipating increased enrollments du t:ing the summer, which tJould lncrease the summer sc>s:li.on cr i: .. 
hour count and also increase the numh r of do.Llars they were able to generate during the s ummv.r . This 
y·ear, after examining results of last year ' s progr .~m and the r commenda t ion s of all parti s <"Oncerned , 
it •~as the consent>us of the !Jean , Vice President Harrington and himself that they ned n (l l onge t- "re urn 
to the seven-day s.cheduJ.c they had 1n the summer of 1977. They dG!cided to Teturn to a flve-day s h du l c 
<dth one hour blocks a1> they dJd the yeaT prioT to lasl •~hen they went to the seven-day $C hedu I . H 
said it should be noted that acc01:ding to the summ r s ssion record s that they had previ()usly, only 40 
percent of the depart:ment~<' c lasses have to be scheduled on any given day so it is stj 11 pos~<lhl for 
departments to be ve·ry flexible within the fi ve-da schednle , d·veJoping schedules to tneet h· fl•xlhle 
scheduli-ng needs they felt were offer d last year by the four-day instructional schedule, fl:avi11g rloc> 
five-day to meet ~>ith students and coun.sel. 
Vice President Harrington spoke briefly on the subj~ct, to follow up on Mr. Helms' remarks. 
Chairman Keith s uggested in the future the Senate s·hould attempt to be very careful when considering 
committee reports in the dividing of questions. In the series of actions relating to the summer school 
schedule, the Senate locked itself into sn either/or kind of situation, which resulted in going thrnugh 
a faculty referendum. 
A brief discussion period followed the report. Mr. Warren commented on the decision made by tlw admini.-
stration·, saying he would like to know what the real reason for going back to the five-day week was, and 
when the administration is going to pay attention to the wishes of the faculty. 
Mr. Keith ruled the item out of order and suggested any motions could he proposed under New Buslne~s. 
0. Recruitment a nd Retention-- President Brooks pr e~ented .o pt"t.>gre$s r port of the activiLil'« ln r•cruitm~nl 
a n.d retention that the unJve rsity 14ill be carrying on thi s year . 111formati.o11 lw s h •' 11 flt' lll ~o !<L111r1l<'rs 
regarding tvhat is being done. 1\ commi-t tee was c:<Lahllshed a t the hr:p,tnning r>f f::~l I quo.trt ... r. c(>n:<lstlng ,,t 
Jimmie Apple~a te, V lee-ch "lrmnn, Bcmard Narti.n, Greg Truj Lllo , non Schlie~'lllan, l·le lml lhJb lb. On" Youmans 
and Ken \~ln~low, and they have been working vc1·y hard r•n r '"cuttmenl a nd would appr •r i<lt l" h .. l!• from anvone 
lvho can . 
He commented on the material that has heen sent out as background information, saying the univc"rsity has 
a problem in recruitment and retention and if some improvem10nt can be made, the univers i t:y will he in much 
better shape next year and years to come. 
Mr. Brooks distributed additional material to senators and reviewed a c tion assignments nf th e• members of 
the R/R Task Force. He ·described some of the various things that are being done in and an•tu1d the 
Ellensburg community and also other territories to recruit. 
Mr. Brooks remarked he hopes to make faculty aware of the situation, to welcmne individual aod/ur d~part­
mental. involvement, to make everyone knowledgeable about what the institution faces, and move tf' th•' 
point of improving the retention and recruitment picture. 
Mr. Brooks concluded his report by answering questions from the Senators . 
E. Standing Committees 
1. Acadt>nlic Affairs-- ~lr. 1\ndress, chairman, commented briefly on the report distributed at thi~ nwetiog 
regarding the pro·posal o lengthen the inter-class break to JS minutes tn accommodate hanc:licnppcd 
studen s. He proposed a motion to direct the Senate chairman to correspond with instructors r egard-
ing early dismissal and with the physical plant regarding clocks . This m;>tion will appear und~1 
Old Business at the nex t S nate meeting. 
2. Budget Committee--Rosco Tolman, chairman, discussed the report distributed at this meeting regarding 
distribution of 4% salary increase for 1978-7g and also distributed a proposed motion recommending 
distribution of the monies available for next year's salary. Discussion followed. 
HOTlON NO. 1685: Mr. Vifian moved to send it back to committee .. Withdrm•n for lack of a se(".ond. 
No action taken--the report to be presented again at the next Senate meeting. 
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:3 . Curriculum Committee--Curt Wiberg, chairman, presented a. brief report regarding number of class hours 
for workshop~. Copies of the report were distributed to Senators. This will be presented at the 
Senate meeting as a motion. 
4. Code Committee--no report . 
5. Student Affairs Committee--no report. 
6. Personnel Committee--Earl Dee Torrey presented a report on the Education Department's position paper, 
recommending the Faculty Senate direct the Senate Code Committee to study the Education Department's 
position paper on faculty rank and submit its findings to the Faculty Senate for final action. 
Chairman Keith suggested, rather than send the position paper to the Code Committee for further 
study, it might be more appropriate to place a motion on the agenda for the next Senate meeting 
which either recommends or rejects the proposal so that the Faculty Senate can express itself on that 
issue. 
OLD BUSINESS 
A. Motion concerning linguistic sexism--
MOTION NO. 168_6: Mr. Habib, seconded by Mr. Yee, to adjourn. Passed by a unanimous voice vote . 
ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting adjourned a·t 5:00p.m. 
\ 
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,,/ Andress, Jo-el 
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--------
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1977-78 
;? 
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/ . 
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Street, Warren 
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---
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--- Richard Gray 
Frank Nelson 
---
___ Max Zwanziger 
Carlos Martin 
Milo Smith 
---
----
Keith Rinehart 
James Brennan 
Thomas Thelen 
Tom Kerr 
Neil Roberts 
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I. 
To: 
From: 
Date: 
Re: 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Faculty Senate 
~r¥.{ Jim Brooky J/ 
January 3, 1978 
RECEIVED 
JAN 6 1978 ''iq-<J:-f - ,, 
FACULTY SENATE 
Recruitment and Retention Program: Background Information 
For the Faculty Senate Meeting Scheduled for January 18, 1978 
We started the 1977-78 academic year with two major premises: 
(1) The major problem of CWU is the declining on campus enrollment 
and (2) We should do everything possible to improve the r etention 
and recruitment of on campu s students. Observing these premise s we 
established a univers i ty - wide effort to increase our on c ampus 
enrollment through a coordinated program of action. 
Knowing that we could immediately launch many new efforts in 
recruitment and retention that could be of limited or no value, we 
decided to delay until we could study the matter. However, we agreed 
that regardless of the progress we might make with our study, we would 
launch an action program no later than January 3, 1978. 
As reported to you in a memo of an earlier date (November 8, 1977) 
we established a small coordinating committee and carefully outlined 
our task. Through ·hard work and determination not to be sidetracked, 
the committee moved steadily through much general reading, many reports, 
dozens of suggestions, several interviews and countless meetings. As 
an example of the intensity of our work, as I write this summary I have 
before me a pile of papers about 12" high, consisting mostly of memos, 
letters and reports, all generated fall quarter by our committee. It's 
obvious that our committee narrowly escaped being completely swamped 
by information. 
c 
During our deliberations the subject of recruitment seemed like an 
old friend although increasingly it is becoming only a part of sophisti-
cated "marketing'' programs being developed for higher education in this 
country. Many people at CUW are involved in student recruitment and ideas 
for additional efforts flowed from several sources. We received so many 
suggestions we had to group and rank them. 
On the other hand, the subject of retention was not as familiar. 
Relatively few suggestions were submitted. As we reviewed the subject 
we found it was more complex than we had anticipated. We discovered (or 
perhaps re-discovered) that retention is far more important than 
recruitment in building on c ampus enrollment. And, we learned that like 
Central most colleges an~universities really know very little about 
retention. Indeed, they don't know why students come to them, why they stay 
and why they leave. 
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Data we received from various sources strengthened our conviction that 
all individuals and groups on our campus must address the problem of 
recruitment and retention. Retention, for example, is a most serious 
problem. Trends are evident in the attached tables: fall to fall 
retention, mobility of students, and CWU fall to spring retention. 
If we could improve these retention figures we could do much to 
alleviate our on campus enrollment problem. We could increase the 
overall enrollment and reduce the enrollment fluxuation within each year, 
thus alleviating problems such as faculty staffing and dorm vacancy. In 
addition, we would not have to rely as much on off campus teaching to 
reach our yearly credit hour contract. 
Some particular aspects of retention drew our attention. For 
example, we learned that last May 303 of our students requested that 
their transcripts be sent to other -colleges and universities. This 
seems like a large number when one considers that surveys of our incoming 
students show that 55-60% come here because of the programs we offer. 
Also, just recently we have expanded the number of undergraduate programs 
leading to a degree to no less than 99. Students on academic program 
probation are another concern: 961 were placed on p robation at the end 
of fall quarter, 1977. Through .adviSlng and couns e l i ng or some . other 
way, we should insure that these students receive attention and help. 
We are seeking more information on a retention-advising program 
developed by the faculty at Idaho State University. The program features 
an early warning identification system; substantial training for faculty 
advisors and an "intrusive advising process." Advising is looked on as 
a way to prevent loss of students. 
Turning to recruitment, the table on new high school entrances by 
county since 1971 shows a decline in the total number of high school 
students entering higher education. Also, it is clear which counties 
provide the most students to colleges and universities and the table for 
CWU shows our principal source of students as well as the enrollment 
loss we have sustained. We should be concerned particularly with the 
record from the counties that have been our "feeders": King, Pierce, 
Kittitas, Yakima, Snohomish, Benton, · Grant and Thurston. The percentage 
drop in enrollment for CWU is far greater than it should be for counties 
such as King, Pierce, Snohomish, Benton, Grant and Thurston. 
Note that there has been an overall decline in participation rates, 
not a drop in high school graduates. The participation rates vary 
considerably among counties for attending a four year public institution 
directly from high schooli many factors influence this, including the 
availability of community colleges. Also, the percent of high school 
entrances to our six institutions has been changing. 
The table on transfer students shows a decline in total transfers 
since 1972. After a steady decline in transfers since 1971 CWU seems 
to have picked up this year. 1 
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Our part time enrollment in the field has changed our enrollment 
participation rates by age levels and the annual average credit hours 
total taken by students. This, too, is shown in the attached figures. 
Other tables and figures are attached to show the projected 
population growth of the state by totals, regions, and age groups. 
These figures are recent and are significant for the future. 
Washington has had an increase in population especially through 
in-migration for the last three years. A significant increase is now 
projected in the total population for the years ahead. This means the 
projected enrollment loss for higher education prior to 1985 will not 
be as severe as expected. However, competition will be keen for 17-24 year 
old college students unless their participation rates improve. The 35-49 
age cohort will double in the next 25 years; this will shift our state's 
age pattern and have signifigance for enrollments. Certain geographical 
regions will grow faster than others, such as the Tri-Cities. We must 
plan for such growth. 
The many tables and figures attached to this memo have been prepared 
by the Office of Fiscal Management, the Council for Postsecondary Education 
and CWU's Office of Institutional Studies. The data was assembled in 
specific formats in order to classify students in population pools for 
projection purposes. Therefore, the data are subject to certain limitations 
for our use. However, they clearly show trends that are key to under-
standing how very important it is for us to greatly improve student 
recruitment and retention. As such the tables and figures deserve our 
very careful study. 
If the tables and figures show negative trends for CWU that could 
have been detected some time ago, why haven't we tried to correct the 
problem long before now? Answer: We have tried! Our committee is 
convinced that all groups ;and individuals at Central have taken some 
action to try to help correct the problem. Strong efforts have been 
made to ·improve academic advising, develop new courses and programs, 
improve publications 1 provide more scholarship money, strengthen the 
admissions office and programs and use alumni in student recruitment. 
Literally scores of individual and departmental efforts could be listed. 
In addition, the Central faculty has made a superb effort to offset the 
loss of on campus students and credit hours by teaching off campus. This 
action has allowed us to slow the overall enrollment reduction but is 
really not a corrective action to reverse the loss of on campus enrollment. 
An aggressive convention program, using on campus dining and housing 
facilities, has kept us out of the red in auxiliary services, but this, 
too, is an offsetting and not a corrective action. 
The R & R Committee has reviewed the problem and tried to determine 
the best ways to proceed. We are now ready to list our recommendations 
for each campus group. We want to provide advice, help and reinforcement 
to those who are working hard on the problem. We want to recognize 
departments and individuals who are and have been working to correct the 
problem. We want to keep a dialog going, improve communications, coordinate 
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and prevent duplication. Most of all, we want to convince the campus 
that we can improve the recruitment u.nd retention of students if we 
all work at it, if we work together and if we think positively about 
Central. We are convinced that we can reverse the trends. 
Indeed, we feel we have no other option but to try to take 
additional action. Yes, there are complications: We lack funds and 
sufficient numbers of supportive staff; many faculty members are too 
busy with off campus teaching; morale is low because of our many problems; 
new activities will take more time; etc. But, we have a basic problem 
and much more can be done to correct it. 
Again, the basic problem is the loss of ~ campus students. We 
can't solve our other problems, such as funding, staffing, morale, 
tenure or whatever, without first solving our basic problem. 
During winter quarter we will try to meet with as many individuals 
and groups as possible to share our findings and to ask for help and 
involvement. Responsibility will have to be moved to the departmental 
and program level. Each group must establish its own plan of action, 
coordinating with us. However, we believe that no activity, new or old, 
should be undertaken unless it promises good result$. 
We have compiled and ranked all suggestions we have received and 
those committee members submitted. Special lists will be provided to 
each group we contact. A summary has already been presented to 
department chairmen/program directors. 
By shifting assignments and schedules, Bernie Martin, Dean of The 
School of Natural Science and Mathematics, has been able to accept the 
responsibility of serving as the Executive Coordinator for our R & R 
action program. In addition, Greg Trujillo has been assigned half time 
as Special Assistant to the President to help with R & R and other duties. 
Jimmie Applegate w}ll continue to spend much time on the effort as R & R 
Committee Chairman. I will help as will the other members of our committee 
and those who are directly involved in recruitment and retention by admin-
istrative assignment (admissions, information, etc.). All administrators 
are expected to regard R & R as our #1 priority and act accordingly. 
We will report to the campus through the Weekly Bulletin. In each 
issue we will list activities that various groups and individuals are 
engaged in. 
I will be looking forward to discussing this memo with you on 
January 18, 1978. Please share this information with other members of 
your departments. 
T/\BLE 13 
Public Four Year Universities and College 0 
Fall to Fall Retention BY School, 1971-77 
(11vc C.UDc$ ?A R. f'" riM c) 
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 
uw . 5775 .5639 . 5863 .5918 .5998 . 5752 
\6U .5942 . 6231 .6256 .6289 .6343 . 6172 
cwu .4999 . 4491 .4639 .4430 .4392 .3974 
EWU .5582 .4900 . 5311 .4800 . 4551 
.4203 
. . 
TESC N/A .6596 .6324 . 5501 .5045 .4535 
~li4U .4956 .4758 .4546 .4668 .4874 .4750 
State Total .5599 .5470 . 5631 .5609 .5635 
. 5365 
*Preliminary 
TABLE EIGHT 
MOBILITY OF STUDENTS IN THE FOUR-YEAR INSTITUTIONS 
0 Ratio of "Transfers To 11 Over 11 Transfers From 11 
Years 
!972 1973 1974 
University of Washington 3.98:1 3.49:1 3.63:1 
Washington State University 1. 53:1 1. 72:1 1.86:1 
Central WA State College 1.47:1 1. 36:1 1.41:1 
Eastern WA State College 2.44:1 2.45:1 2.42:1 
Western WA State College 1.77:1 1. 68:1 2.48:1 
The Evergreen State College 4.31:1 2.23:1 2.78:1 
1977 
.5813 
.6229 
.4156 * 
.4348 
.4586 
.4907 
.5462 * 
1975 
4.14:1 
1. 70:1 
1. 04:1 
3.03:1 
2.61:1 
3.02:1 
C l01fi. Rt:. N·., t.'. 7· 
J'-/77 
YEAR FALL 
1966-67 75231 
1967-68 83627 
1968-69 95954 
1969-70 108694 
1970-71 116444 
1971-72 116341 
1972-73 102795 
1~.3-74 93565 
1974-75 93841 
1975-76 93839 
1976-77 91570 
Office of Institutional Studie~ 
December 29, 1977 
1966 to 1977 
YEARLY STUDENT CREDIT HOUR DECLINE PATTERN 
FALL TO WINTER TO SPRING 
(All Student Credit Hours Generated Each Quarte~) 
% DECLINE % DECLINE % DECLINE 
FROM FROM FROM 
FALL TO WINTER TO · FALL TO 
WINTER WINTER SPRING SPRING SPRING 
72156 -4.09% 67337 -6.68% -10.49% 
80696 -3.50% 76936 4.66% - 8.00% 
94883 -1. 12% 91705 3.35% - 4.43% 
105968 -2.51% 102566 3.21% - 5.64% 
116052 -0.34% 107359 7.49% - 7.80% 
109033 -6.28% 99934 8.35% -14.10% 
97364 -5.28% 88888 8.71% -.13.53% 
91782 -1.91% 07024 5.18% - 6.99% 
91940 -2.03% 87764 4.54% - 6.48% 
92783 -1.13% 89078 -3.99% - 5.07% 
86633 -5.39% 84912 -1.99% - 7.27% 
AVERAGE 
ANNUAL 
71575 
80420 
94181 
105743 
113285 
108436 
96349 
90790 
91182 
91900 
87705 
TABLE 5 
NEW HIGH SCHOOL ENTRAiiC(S DV COUIITY 
FALL, 1971 - 1977 
STATE TOTAL 
County by 1977 1971 
Rank Order - I % 
1972 1973 1974 1975 
# % 
1976 
I % 
1977 
I % 
King 
Spokane 
:. Pierce 
Snohomish 
Yakima 
Whatcom 
Benton 
Thurston 
Kitsap 
Clark 
Whitman 
Skagit 
Chelan 
Grant 
Kittitas 
Cowlitz 
ialla Walla 
Island 
~;·rays Harbor 
Okanogan 
Lewis 
-Adams 
Clallam 
Stevens 
Asotin 
Mason 
Klickitat 
Jefferson 
Franklin 
lincoln 
Pacific 
Douglas 
Garfield 
San Juan 
ColiRllbia 
Pend Ore11le 
Skamania 
~erry 
ilahkiakum 
' ,; * % 
, % 
4,153 
959 
998 
511 
390 
287 
228 
278 
171 
207 
201 
131 
41.40 4,052 
9.56 894 
9.95 877 
5.09 465 
3.89 306 
2.85 254 
2.27 201 
2.77 220 
1.70 182 
2.06 192 
2.00 182 
1.31 113 
43.46 3,820 
9.57 915 
9.38 848 
4.98 428 
3.27 339 
2. 72 281 
2.15 180 
2.35 243 
1.95 150 
2.05 142 
1.95 169 
1.21 106 
123 1.23 
149 1.49 
122 1.22 
98 .98 
144 1.44 
77 -~ .77 
62 .62 
95 .95 
65 .65 
59 .59 
39 .39 
49 ,49 
61 .61 
46 .46 
30 .30 
22 .22 
58 .58 
76' .76 
24 .24 
39 .39 
17 .17 
14 • 14 
17 .17 
9 .09 
9 . 09-
6 .06 
7 . • 07 
123 1.32 
155 1.66 
101 1.08 
101 1.08 
110 1.18 
89 .95 
59 ,63 
114 1.22 
46 .49 
72 .77 
35 .37 
42 . .45 
37 .40 
47 .so 
26 .28 
'17 . • 18 
55 .59 
49 .52 
20 .21 
28 .30 
16 .17 
11 .12 
8 .09 
15 .16 
10 .·11 
s .as 
7 .07 
92 
12ti 
127 
111 
109 
54 
57 
90 
48 
56 
38 
41 
29 
44 
28 
26 
47 
39 
17 
28 
16 
11 
12 
15 
8 
7 
6 
42.91 
10.28 
9.52 
4.81 
3.81 
3.16 
2.02 
2.73 
1.68 
1.59 
1.90 
1.19 
3,970 
904 
877 
445 
290 
262 
212 
238 
194 
195 
168 
103 
1.03 84 
1.42 109 
1.43 106 
1.25 103 
1.22 101 
.61 73 
.64 69 
1.01 89 
.54 55 
,63 40 
,43 33 
.46 37 
,33 34 
.49 29 
.31 20 
.29 26 
,53 50 
:44 - 41 
.19 19 
.31 31 
.18 18 
.12 16 
.13. 4 
.17 24 
.09 10 
.08 6 
.07 2 
43.69 3,622 
9.95 882 
9.65 834 
4.90 376 
3 .. 19 309 
2.88 . 234 
2.33 214 
2.62 260 
2.13 161 
2.15 177 
1.85 145 
1.13 121 
42.30 3,543 
10,31) 753 
9,74 776 
4.39 389 
3.61 297 
2,73 293 
2.50 212 
3,04 205 
1.88 164 
2.07 146 
1.69 165 
1.41 111 
43.20 . 3,551 
9.18 786 
9,46 785 
4.74 426 
3.62 329 
3.57 266 
2.58 240 
2.50 232 
2.00 215 
1.78 165 
2.01 146 
1.35 129 
42.28 
9.36 
9.35 
5.07 
3.92 
3.17 
2.86 
2.76 
2.56 
1.96 
1.74 
1.54 
.92 
1.20 
1.17 
1.13 
1.11 
.80 
.76 
.98 
.61 
.44 
.36 
.41 
.37 
.32 
.22 
.29 
.55 
.45 
.21 
.34 
.20 
.18 
.04 
.26 
.11 
.07 
.02 
104 1.21 87 1.06 
115 1.34 124 '1.51 
86 1.00 92 1.12 
112 1.31 90 1.10 
72 .84 83 1.01 
71 ,83 74 .90 
62 . .72 49 .60 
84 .98 55 .67 
45 .53 50 .61 
43 .50 29 .35 
30 .35 40 .49 
51 ,60 51 .62 
42 .49 45 .55 
32 ,37 . 34 ,41 
15 . 18 34 .41 
26 ,30 14 .17 
58 ~8 46 .56 
39 .46 36 .44 
23 .27 19 .23 
26 ,30 29 ' .35 
13 .15 11 .13 
17 .20 16 .20 
15 .18 7 .09 
24 .28 15 .18 
13 ,15 10 .12 
5 .06 6 .07 
5 .06 2 ,02 
107 1.27 
Hl2 1.21 
101 1.20 
73 .87 
73 .87 
70 .83 
63 · .75 
59 .70 
58 .69 
55 .65 
44 .52 
41 .49 
36 .43 
33 .39 
32 .38 
29 .35 
26 .31 
26 .31 
20 .24 
16 .19 
16 .19 
14 .17 
12 .14 
11 .13 
4 .OS 
4 .05 
4 .OS 
TOTAL 10,031 100.00 9,346 100.00 8,903 100.00 9,087 100.00 8,563 100.00 8,202 100.00 8,399 100.00 
7 
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County by 1977 
Rank Order 
King 
Yakima 
Kittitas 
Pierce 
Kftsap 
Snohomish 
Thurston 
'Benton 
CowHtz 
lewis 
Grays Harbor 
Skagft 
Chelan 
Clark 
Kl icldtat 
>land 
~ "Spokane 
· · · Okanogan 
.; lrrant 
Whatcom 
Adams 
Walla Walla 
'Pacific 
Mason 
Stevens 
Frankl fn 
Jefferson 
Whitman 
Garfield 
Clallam 
lincoln 
Skamania 
Columbia 
San Juan 
Pend Oreflle 
Douglas 
Ferry 
Asotin 
Wahkiakum 
TOTAL 
1971 
# % 
347 30.25 
101 8.81 
105 9.15 
144 12.55 
22 1.92 
62 5. 41 
40 3.49 
43 3.75 
7 .61 
, 9 .78 
10 .87 
15 1.31 . 
17 1.48 
21 1.83 
15 1.31 
13 1.13 
18 1.57 
14 -'~1.22 
42 3.66 
22 1.92 
5 .44 
22 1.92 
4 .35 
7 .61 
0 0 
7 .61 
3 .26' 
4 .35 
1 .09 
5 .44 
7 .61 
• 09 
5 .44 
0 0 
1 .09 
3 .26 
0 0 
3 .26 
2 • 17 
TABLE 8 
NEW IIIGH SCHOOL ENTRANCES BY COUNTY 
FALL. 1971 - 1977 
CENTRAL WASHifiGTON UNIVERSITY 
1972 1973 1974 
I % I % I % 
342 33.96 279 35.54 277 33.33 
79 7.85 68 8.66 54 6.50 
75 7.45 100 12.74 81 9.75 
113 11.22 75 9.55 101 12.15 
25 2.48 24 3.06 21 . 2.53 
57 5.66 28 3.57 36 4.33 
40 3.97 37 4.71 30 3.61 
40 3.97 17 2.17 14 1.68 
20 1.99 11 1 ,40 22 2.65 
9 .89 9 1.15 22 2,65 
11 1.09 9 1.15 14 1.68 
15 1.49 8 1.02 11 1.32 
13 1.29 10 1.27 10 1.20 
15 1.49 23 2.93 24 2.89. 
6 .60 4 ·' .51 4 .48 
6 .60 7 .89 2 .24 
19 "1.89 10 1.27 21 2.53 · 
24 2.38 15 1. 91 11 1.32 
23 "2.28 8 1,02 8 .96 
12 1.19 10 1.27 15 1.81 
11 1.09 2 .25 3 .36 
12 1.19 2 .25 9 1.08 
5 .50 6 .76 6 .72 
12 1.19 7 .89 1 .12 
0 0 0 0 1 .12 
3 .30 2 .25 3 .36 
0 - 0 1 .13 2 .24 
4 .40 2 .25 4 .48 
1 .10 5 .64 1 .12 
5 .50 1 • 13 3 . • 36 
4 .40 0 0 2 ,24 
0 0 0 0 1 .12 • 
0 0 1 .13 0 0 
o· o 0 0 2 .24 
.10 1 .13 7 .84 
4 .40 z .25 7 .84 
0 0 1 • 13 0 0 
0 0 0 0 .12 
1 ,10 0 0 0 0 
1,147 100.00 1.007 100.00 785 100.00 831 100.00 
10 
1975 
, % 
224 32.32 
.. 71.. 10.25 
52 7.50 
83 11.98 
14 2.02 
27 3.90 
27 3.90 
8 . 1.15 
10 1.44 
8 1.15 
14 2.02 
23 3.32 
17 2.45 
21 3,03 
2 .29 
5 .72 
12 ... 1. 73 
5 ,72 
12 . 1.73 
6 .87 
3 .43 
3 .43 
4 .58 
6 .87 
2 .29 
9 1.30 
2 .29 
1 .14 
0 0 
1 .14 
0 0 
3 ,43 
1 .14 
2 .29 
9 1.30 
6 .87 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
693 100.00 
1976 
II % 
215 29.99 
64 8.93 
70 9.76 
94 13.11 
15 2.09 
31 4.32 
12 1.67 
26 3.63 
15 2.09 
13 1.81 
6 .84 
19 2.65 
13 1.81 . 
13 1.81 
10 1.39 
11 1. 53 
11 1.53 
5 .70 
18 2 ~51 
15 . 2.09 
3 .42 
6 .84 
2 .28 
8 1,12 
0 0 
3 ,42 
o o· 
7 ,98 
0 0 
3 .42 
2 ,28 
1 .14 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
6 ,84 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
717 100.00 
1977 
, % 
187 . 27.83 
81 12.05 
78 11.61 
68 10.12 
23 3.42 
23 3.42 
?.2 3.27 
21 3.12 
14 2.08 
13 1. 93 
13 1.93 
12 1. 79 
12 1.79 
12 1.79 
11 1 .64 
10 . 1.49 
10 1. 49 
9 1.34 
8 1.19 
8 1.19 
7 1.04 
4 .60 
4 .60 
3 .45 
3 .45 
3 .45 
3 .45 
2 .30 
2 .30 
2 .30 
1 .15 
.15 
.15 
.15 
0 ' 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
672 100,00 
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TABLE SIX 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS 
BY COUNTY ATTENDING A FOUR-YEAR PUBLIC INSTITUTION 
DIRECTLY FROM HIGH SCHOOL (RANKED HIGH TO LOW.) 
1976 
Number of 
High School 
High School . Seniors Percentage or 
Seniors-- attending a Participation 
co·unty 1976 4-year public inst. Rate 
Whitman 465 165 35.5% 
Kittitas 305 92 30.2% 
Whatcom 1,157 293 25.3% 
San Juan 71 ·- ~ 16 22.5% 
King 16,339 3,543 21.7% 
Garfield 51 11 21.6% 
Asotin 243 45 18.5% 
Lincoln 196 36 18.4% 
Spokane 4,242 753 17.8% 
Benton 1,257 212 ' 16.9% 
Island 437 74 16.9% 
Grant 762 124 16.3% 
Klickitat 215 34 15.8% 
Stevens 328 51 15.6% 
Thurston* 1.,337 205 15.3% 
Skamania* 69 10 14.5% 
Walla Walla 585 83 14.2% 
Yakima 2,147 297 13.8% C. Adams 211 29 13.7% 
Chelan 656 87 13.3% 
Pierce* 5,815 776 13.3% 
Skagit 854 111 13.0% 
Okanogan 429 55 ' 12.8% 
Frankl in . 414 46 11.1% 
Columbia 65 7 10.8% 
Mason* 314 34 10.8% 
Pend Orei 11 e 142 15 10_.6% 
Kitsajt 1,566 164 10.5% 
Douglas 300 29 9.7% 
Snohomish 4,087 389 9.5% 
Pacific* 203 19 9.4% 
Ferry 65 6 9.2% 
J";.:r"'. Jefferson* 168 14 8.3% 
Cowlitz* 1,153 90 7.8% 
Clark* 2,107 146 6.9% 
Clallam* 614 40 6.5% 
Lewis* 767 50 6.5% 
Grays Harbor* 838 49 5.8% 
Wahkiakun1* 38 2 - 5.3% 
TOTAL 51,012 8,202 16.1% 
*"Southwest" Washington Counties. 
-16- C~[. t:z./77 
High School Graduates 
U of W 
Entrances from H.S. 
S of H.S. Entrances 
w s u 
Entrances from H.S. 
~ of H.S. Entrances 
c w u 
Entrances from H.S. 
I of H.S. Entrances 
~ w u 
.~-Entrances froo ~.S. 
~ of H.S. Entrances 
T ESC 
Entrances from H.S. 
~ of H.S. Entrances 
w w u 
Entrances from H.S. 
% of H.S. Entrances 
Tota 1 Entrances 
from H.S. 
Succession Rate 
1968 
.46,490 
3,722 
NA 
NA 
NA 
1,300 
NA 
935 
NA 
1,467 
NA 
NA 
TABLE 4 
ENTRANCES FROI1 WASHHIGTON HIGH SCHOOLS 
lOTH DAY FALL TERM HEADCOUNT ENROLLMENT 
1969 
48,001 
3,398 
36.5 
2,094 
22.5 
1,082 
11.6 
1 ,045' .. 
11.2 
1,688 
18.1 
9,307 
.1939 
1970 
50,425 
3,014 
30.7 
2,871 
29.3 
1,240 
12.7 
1,011 
10.3 
1971 
50,902 
3,407 
34.0 
2,629 
26.2 
1,147 
11.4 
932 
9.3 
395 
3.9 
1,668 1,521 
17.0 15.2 
9,803 10,031 
.• 1944 .1971 
6 
1972 
51 ,563 
3,679 
39.4 
2,410 
25.8 
1,007 
10.8 
789 
~.4· 
226 
3.5 
1,135 
12.1 
9,346 
.1813 
1973 
50,988 
3,535 
39.7 
2,395 
26.9 
785 
8.8 
861 
9.7 
168 
1.9 
1,155 
13.0 
8,899 
.1745 
1974 
51 ,868 
3,310 
36.4 
3,001 
33.0 
831 
9.1 
826 
9.1 
133 
1 ,5 
986 
10.9 
9,088 
.1752 
1975 
50,990 
2,908 
34.0 
2,912 
34.0 
693 
8.1 
879 
10.3 
94 
1.1 
1,070 
12.5 
8,556 
,1678 
1976 1977 
51,012 50,885 
2,830 
34.5 
2,611 
31.8 
7.17 
8.7 
732 
8.9 
79 
1.0 
1,233 
15.0 
8,202 
.1603 
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3,376, 
40.1 
2,367 
28.1 
672 
8,0 
696 
8.3 
65 
0.8 
1,239 
14.7 
8,415 
.1654 
.. 
Total CC Transfers 
U of W 
w s u 
c w u 
E W U 
CC Transfers 
%of Total 
CC Transfers 
: of Total 
CC Transfers 
% of Total 
CC Transfers 
% of Total 
T E S C 
w w u 
CC Transfers 
S of Total 
CC Transfers 
S of Total 
TABLE 12 
PUBLIC FOUR YEAR COLLEGES t.. UNIVERSITIES COI~MUNITY COLLEGE TRANSFERS 
1968 
3,114 
1,254 
40.3 
478 
15.4 
,.,_,_671 
21.5 
212 
6.8 
.: 
499 
16.0 
1969 
3,683 
1,291 
35.0 
563 
15.3 
766 
20.8 
444 
12.1 
- 619 
16.8 
lOTH DAY FAll HEADCOUiiT ENROLLMENT 
1970 
3,848 
1,046 
27.2 
633 . 
16.5 
812 
21.1 
590 
15.3 
767 
19.9 
1971 
4,814 
1,685 
35.0 
549 
11.4 
769 
-16.0 
732 
15.2 
266 
5.5 
813 
16.9 
14 
1972 
5,016 
2,230 
44.5 
638 
12.7 
632 
12.6 
513 
10.2 
164 
3.3 
839 
16.7 
1973 
4,559 
2,145 
47:0 
676 
14.8 
491 
10.8 
406 
8.9 
117 
2.6 
724 
15.9 
1974 
4,783 
1,975 
41.3 
723 
15.1 
543 
11.3 
487 
10.2 . 
151 
3.2 
904 
18,9 
1975 
4,604 
2,027 
44.0 
727 
15.8 
·--.. .Ju 
9.3 
486 
10.6 -
146 
3.2 
788 
17.1 
1976 
4,549 
1,834 
40.3 
772 
17.0 
42C 
9.4 
532 
11.7 
-
207 
4,5 
778 
17.1 
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1977 
J./30~ 
4,266 
1.599 
~ 
31.1 
663 
. 15.~'f 
S7d 
-:5i:F 
~ 
/! 2. 
... 
527 
12.\2 
794 
18.~~ 
• 
' 
1.-:-.· 
. 
FIGURE 14 
ANNUAL AVERAGE CREDIT HOURS PER STUDENT 
BY INSTITUTION, 19~1-72 TO 1976-77 
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e e · 
~ 
' 
71-72 
u w 13.30 
wsu 14.57 
cwu . 15.11 
E\W 14.83 
TESC 14.52 
wwu 15.33 
= 
72-73 73-74 74-75 
13.28 13.25 13.03 
14.79 14.66 14.56 
14.94 13.88 12.67 
14.54 14.13 13.61 
14.49 15.32 15.42 
14.91 ·14.27 13.84 
75-76 76~77 
12.88 12.73 
14.59 14.44 
11.32 10.95 
13.97 13. 20 
15.15 14.22 
13.59 13.78 
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0\ 
N 
e 
. ·. 
. ... , .. 
Year 
1950 
1955 
1960 
,, ~ . 
1960 
1970 
j 1975 l .. , _, 
1980 0 .. ... 
1985 
1990 
1995 
2000 
TABLE 2 
COMPONENTS OF CHANGE BY FIVE YEAR INTERVALS 
STATE OF HASHINGTON 
1950-2000 
Population Total Births Deaths Change 
2,378,963 
2,604,000 225,037 300,655 115,353 
2,853,214 249,214 325,265 126,498 
3,065,000 211,786 310,581 '· 135,425 
3,413,250 348,250 277,888 147,543 
3,536,890 123,640 259,110 150,827 
· 3 ,86b, lOO" 323';21 0 :. ·- 285,518 156,723 
4,253,900 393,800 364,418 171,589 
4,587,100 333,200 384,154 182,950 . 
4,849,100 262' 000" 
. ' 
380,085 . '·192 ,680 
5,051,200 202,100 ·362 ~ · oo2 201,225 
. , .. . ,-r 
· 2 
Natural Net · 
Increase Migration 
.. - . ). . . 
185,302 39,735 
198,767 50,447 
175,156 36,630 
130,345 217,905 
108,283 15,357 
128,795 19.4_,41? 
......... 
192,829 200,971 
201 ,204 131 .996 
187,405 74,595 
160,777 41,323 
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POPliLATIOII RANG[ BY SELECTED AGE GROUPS 
STATE OF IIAS,UtiGTOH f/ 
1960 .- 2000 . /4 .. 
rv f,r \"'. 
I ~ 
,J ~}~r r 
.. I/)~· 
I J \ 
11 
I I 
17-21 22-24 25-29 
. 1960 187,304 104,044 166,376 
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2000 
74.285 
86,569 • 
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57.793 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Faculty Senate 
Jim Brookrb 
January 3, 1978 
Re: Summary of Student Surveys 
RECEIVED 
JAN 6 1978 
FACULTY SENATE 
Greg Trujillo in Central's Office of Testing and Evaluative 
Services has surveyed students for the past several years. He has 
contacted freshmen, graduating seniors, and those who planned to 
withdraw. Among other questions, the students have been asked why 
they decided to come to Central, their perceptions of their experience, 
and why they chose to leave Central before completion of a program or 
course of study. 
Student responses to each of these questions, and others, are 
included in the attached report which Greg prepared for the Recruitment 
and Retention Task Force. I believe that each of you will find the 
student responses valuable information as you consider additional 
recruitment and retention activities. 
We will discuss this summary and the general subject of recruitment 
and retention at the meeting of the Faculty Senate scheduled for 
January 18, 1978. 
Atta'chment 
-~-
RECRUITMENT/RETENTION TASK FORCE PRESENTATION 
November 17, 1977 
Much of what you will hear this morning is drawn from a number of studies 
the Testing and Evaluative Services have conducted over a number of years. I 
cannot point to any particular report that contains most of this information. 
I think that you should probably know that we have, in the Testing Office, done 
a number of things over the past several years to gather information from 
students. Here are some of the projects we have undertaken: 
Each fall we have s~rveyed students who enter Central 
Wash~ngton as freshmen and solicit the reasons for which 
they chose to enter CWU. 
We have surveyed students who applied for admission and 
were acceptable as Central students but chose not to ~nter 
.._. 
the institution. We have gone to these individuals asking 
them the reasons for which they chose not to att~nd the 
college. 
Each quarter as students withdraw from the university, we 
ask them to respond to a questionnaire seeking reasons for 
1vhich they chose to leave th"e institution. 
We have surveyed students who drop-out between quarters. 
This means that we must go to them with a questionnaire, 
usually a mailed questionhiire, and solicit the reasons 
for which they chose to leave Central. 
We have surveyed students who are about ready to graduate 
from the university, and have asked them to give us infor-
mation regarding their perceptions of the college experience 
at CVJU.~ 
We have followed up samples of students to check their 
progress at CWU and determine the point at which they 
drop out. 
·. 
a.: ' 
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We have selected samples of students on campus and using 
mailed questionnaires and student-to-student contact, 
asked them questions pertaining to their perceptions of 
the quality of the college. 
We obtain Washington Pre-College data from entering students 
and have followed it over the years to determine patterns of 
change. 
These studies have been carried out on a continuing basis over the years. 
I have not brought reports of each of these studies simply because you would be 
overwhelmed by the number of documents and reports that you would have to read. 
I will attempt to summarize much of this research, focussing on data which 
pertain to our recruitment and retention effort at Central. I will deal first 
' 
with the recruitment aspect. 
As I said before, we have conducted these surveys over a number of years. 
During that time we have noted consistencies in certain respons~ when we ask 
students why they come to Central. I refer to some of these ~eatures which 
seem to be attractive elements as "magnet features." Here is a list of four 
very specific features that I have in mind. The percent refers to the frequency 
and proportion of respondents who cite the item. 
1. Size and location (60%) 
2. Desirable courses of study (55% - 60%) 
3. Live away from home (40% - 50%) 
4. Quality of academic programs/quality: CVIU as 
educational institution {40%) 
Over the years we have asked students entering the institution a very 
simp~e question. Why did you come to Centra)? Usually we put the item in a 
questionnaire in such a way that the student is able to check off those 
features or qualities about the institution that were influential in the 
decision to attend CWU. Two have been cited consistently by approximately 
60% of students who answer the questionnaire. It should be noted that the 
figure is consistent. That is, each time the questionnaire has been administered 
) 
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the two reasons came up with surprising frequency. From the table above, these 
are, of course, the size and location of the institution. 
In thinking about these two features of the institution, one could say 
that the size and location of the institution can work for the institution as 
well as against it. For example, we have an on-campus student body of 
approximately 5400 students. The figure has varied somewhat over the past 
several years, but generally is in the neighborhood of 5000 to 5500 on-campus 
students. A university of this size is highly desirable to individuals who 
reject the institution which numbers 20 to 30,000 students. On the other hand, 
there are students now attending the larger universities that would be repelled 
by an institution the size of Central. Feelings generally are that if the 
institution is s~all, it surely cannot carry all of the programs of study that 
an institution of a much larger size would. 
The same kind of argument applies to Central •s geographic ~ation. There 
are many students to whom our small town or rural setting is a delightful place 
in which to attend college. To others th~ chance to get away from home and live 
on a residential can1pus is an attractive feature. Note that the chance to live 
away from home is consistently cited by 40% - 50% of the new students. Becaus~ 
of its location in a rural setting, the location away from the big city makes it 
a desirable college. The fact that the university is centrally located in the 
state is a feature which is attractive to son1e individuals. 
By the same token, a rural location of the college is something that works 
against it as far as enrollment is concerned. We know .. that the institution 
located in an urban setting will generally draw more students than we do. We 
know that universities, especially in the West, quite often get most of their 
students from within a 50 to 100 mile radious. This puts those institutions 
~1hich are in large and dense population cent~rs in a position of some advantage. 
In any case, in our recruitment effort we should attempt to take advantage of 
the magnet features, size and location, and use them to attract more students 
for whom the two features are influential in college choice. To be sure, we 
must first understand correctly the dynamics of the two features and how they . 
apply to Central. It is not enough to simply draw arm-chair conclusions about 
(4) 
why these two features are important to our students. It is important that we 
focus on those aspects of geographic location and size that directly influence 
the type of student we attract. 
Another item has ~een checked with high frequency consistently across all 
administrations of the new student surveys. This reason is checked by 55% - 60% 
of the students each time that they are given the opportunity. The reasons is 
that we have "desirable courses of study" at our university. In addition to 
asking students to check reasons, we have also asked them to indicate to us that 
field or area in which they intend to major while at Central Washington University. 
Given this information, we have been able to draw some conclusions regarding our 
desirable courses of study. I have termed these high-frequency major choice 
courses as magnet programs, and I will focus on them later. In addition to 
' ' ' 
frequently checking desirable courses of study ~s a reason, the students have 
·also checked #4 above with-high frequency. Forty percent of the students have 
consistently stated that the quality of academic programs and Jt.b...~ quality of 
CWU as an e~ucational institution is important in their decision to attend the 
college. Nm'/ one must be careful about what quality of acal:lemic 'programs and 
quality of CWU as an educational institution mean. They do not mean that 
st~dents believe that we have high scholastic standards at Central nor do the 
comments mean that the intellectual atmosphere of CWU is regarded highly by 
the students. As a matter of fact, these two items, scholastic standards and 
intellectual atmosphere at CWU, are included in our questionnaires as items which 
a student could check as influencing factors. The result however, has been that 
while #4 above is selected with high frequency, scholastic standards and 
intellectual atmosphere at CWU are not selected with great frequency. What does 
this mean? It probably means that when students talk about quality of the 
academic programs and CWU as an educational institution, they have in mind 
specific programs of study. In the desirable courses of study are the character-
istjcs \'lhich they see as giving the institution academic quality.· Overall, the 
institution appeared to gain because of this situation. 
Perhaps this is a good point at which to focus on those programs which 
appear to be high-influence programs, i.e., they are selected by students with 
(5) . 
the greatest frequencies as areas in which they will major. Below is a list of 
these programs. 
Business 
Music 
Elementary Education 
Home Economics 
Physical Education 
Psychology and Counseling Psychology 
Special Education 
The program attracting the most individuals is the business area, probably 
to include business education. Keep in mind that this information is in response 
to the question: In what area will you major? This would suggest that these 
programs are the desirable courses of study to which students attribute 
influence. The selection of business as a magnet program refleats a current 
phenomenon in the United States. Across the country schools of business are 
attracting large num6ers of students and quite literally bursting at the seams. 
In the other areas that I have noted above as magnet,programs, there is not this 
tremendous surge of interest across the·country. Our students must be attracted 
to them for different reasons. It will be noted that most of the magnet programs 
happen to be in the professional studies -area in the field of education. But, 
it should not be taken for granted that every major in education is a magnet 
program. For example, while elementary education and special education are of 
special interest, one cannot say the same for secondary education or more 
specific majors. 
I think it would be worth our efforts to study each of these magnet programs 
and determine \IJhy individuals are attracted to them. Perhaps it is the nature of 
the -field itself tha..t is the attractive _element. Perhaps the magnet program is 
a magnet program because of something inherent in the field or because of 
circumstances beyond the institution which drive the demand for these majors. 
On the other hand, perhaps some of these areas· are magnet programs because of 
-something the faculty and· admi·ni--stra-ti-on of those particular program~ are doing 
or have done. If these programs are, in fact, successful in attracting students 
•' 
' 
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because of actions of the department, the faculty or people within the discipline, 
then perhaps other courses and areas and majors could emulate them. 
Two additional areas could be termed magnet programs, but not to the same 
extent as the courses above. They are art and biology. They deserve a special 
but lesser mention because responses to these two items have not been as 
consistent. 
We hear remarks every day which pointedly select the academic programs at 
Central Washington University, or the quality of the university in general, as 
being detrimental factors in attracting students. We have heard others say that 
students refuse to come to Central because anybody can get into Central! In some 
of our study efforts we have generated some information which speaks to these 
remarks. 
In questioning students who have chosen not to attend Central, we have 
offered them the opportunity to check reasons which bear on the quality of the 
institution as reasons for going elsewhere. We have discovered that among 
students who choose not to attend Central, quality of the institution, quality 
of the academic programs is not a particularly strong detractor. For example, 
16% of students \'Jho responded to the basic question, "Why did you choose to 
attend school elsewhere?" have checked the reason, quality of academic programs. 
Sixteen percent is a relatively small proportion, and it should be noted that 
this 16% is consistent across multiple administrations of the questionnaire. In 
addition, 15% of the students polled have consistently checked as important in 
their decision, the fact that ~ourses of study of interest to them are not 
offered at CWU. Again, 15% is a relatively low number. 
In addition to statements about quality, ~e have often had the criticism 
that students come to Central only after th~y have been rejected by other 
schools. This implies that Central is accepting students of lesser quality, 
thereby setting up standards that are of some\'Jhat questionable quality. We 
have information \'Jhich indicates that 3% of students enter Central because they 
were not accepted elsewhere. Again, 3% is a very small number and even then 
one must b.e carefuL abnut h.o~J one interprets the figure. Not accepted el se\·Jhere 
. . 
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may mean that the student applied to Harvard and Yale and was not accepted 
there and decided CWU was the next best thing! Or, the student may have 
applied to the University of Washington and not been accepted because he/she 
failed foreign language courses in high school. The fact that the student was 
not accepted elsewher~ does not necessarily mean that the student applied to 
Eastern or Western, was not accepted there, then tried Central. 
There is another interesting fact that was brought out Jn our surveys to 
students who choose not·to attend Central. We asked the students if the 
freshman/sophomore live-in requirement was influential in their decision not 
to attend Central. Of those students surveyed, 13% have responded in the 
affirmative, yes, the fact that freshmand and ~ophomores must live on campus 
and in the residence halls was influential in their decision not to attend 
Central. Again, 13% is not a particularly high number. Again, one must be 
car~ful in tnterpreting the data. One must remembet that the students polled 
were .students who had applied to Central, were acceptable for admission, but 
' . .,.. ., ... 
chose not to enter. We also know that there a~e large numbers of potential 
students in the state who never apply for ad~ission to Central. A very basic 
question is: "How many of these students wtio never apply do so because of the 
live-in requirement?" We have hunches and gut feelings that this number is 
quite large, but have no hard data to further enlighten us one way or another. 
As I said e~rlie~, we have asked many students why they choose not to 
attend Central. The reasons which have been cited most consistently and most 
frequently over repeated administrations of the questionnaire are as follows: 
1. Another college more desirable (45%- 46%) 
2. Financial problems (35%) 
3. Urged to attend another school (25%) 
At this time we do not have any information on why another college is more 
desirable. I think that in our data file we do have the capability for getting 
a better idea of why other colleges are more desirable, but to date that has 
not been done. 
.. 
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It is interesting to note also that of these students who decided not to 
enter Central, approximately 85% to 90% do, in fact, enroll at other institutions. 
Kow does this square with the fact that for some_students (at least ' 35% of them) 
financial problen1s was an influential reason keeping them away from CWU? It 
could well be and, in fact, it is very likely that many of these students Hho 
• 
have cited financial problems as a reason did, in fact, go to a community college 
within their home town or very close to their homes. By attending a community 
college close to home, one can take advantage of lower tuition and save consider-
able amounts of money in living expenses. The fact that individuals may be 
short of money may also offer partial explanation of why they might be urged to 
·attend a school other than Central. The community college argument can be 
extended. Students can be urged to attend community colleges because the 
community college will be a way of saving some ~oney for at least two years. 
However, one should not forget that students are· urged to attend another 
institution because ·of ,.quality, .. because parents went there, because of a 
number of reasons. Again, we do not have an explanation of the factors that 
were importa~t in urging students to attend other schools. Agai~· I believe 
that we have the capability qf determining or at least getting an idea of what 
s~ne of these ideas might be, but to date we have not had time to look at the 
situation. 
The task force has established a number of programs which will make use of 
certain categories of individuals and our recruitment efforts. Speci.fically, 
we have talked about using faculty members as recruiters by getting them to talk 
to students out in the field. We have talked about using the organized alumni 
groups in a better, organized fashion. We have talked about sending materials 
to teachers and counselors; and '0~ h&Ve t~lked about contacting teachers and 
counselors who are graduates of C~JU to help us in our recruiting efforts. Over 
a period of years we have been able to gather information which gives us.an 
idea of the extent to which these people are useful or effective as promoters 
of th.e CWU experience. Below is a tci'Dle n\:,h1ch provides us with some of the 
information we need to understand how well they do. 
(9) 
Cited as Source of 
Groups Information by 
Parents and Relatives 3-13% 
Teachers 14% 
Counselors 10% 
Alumni 6% 
Friends 23% 
Faculty/College Representative . 2-3% 
Cited as Influential 
Agent by 
4-8% 
9-12% 
7'1. 
54% 
20-25% 
5% 
, 
Given the information that we have on how students get information from these 
individuals and to the degree which the individuals are influenced in the 
decision of the student, we can assign priority.to efforts that we should make 
toward using them as recruiters. I have gone th~ough and, based on the infor-
mation that I have at the present time, assigned each of these groups some 
priority but I will ' not hesitate to point out that this is a personal priority 
list. There are others \oJho may not agree with it. In any case'*'! wi~l proceed. 
I believe that we should concentrate much of our effort on utilization of 
~students as recruiters. We have a good deal of information which indicates to 
us that friends and word-of-mouth information from one student to another is a 
very influential method for generating interest in CWU. We have to recognize 
that those that have the most influence, as perceived by our students, are 
friends. They are the most influential of the influencing agents. Therefore, 
I think it is extremely important that their work be emphasized, that we take 
care to focus on what they do for the university. I believe that we should 
attempt to influence them to influence more individuals in the field. I think 
that a program such as Contact V would have merit. That is, each student should 
be encouraged to contact five other students or potential students in his home 
town. This kind of program need not rely on the referral system. That is, we 
should not have to provide names and addresses to them. Simply turn them loose 
to contact five friends at home and tell the CWU story. 
Second priority as recruiter should be given to teachers and counselors. 
I say this not because they are ranked by our students as good or frequent 
( 11) 
should attend. However, many parents approach the situution quite differently, 
applying subtle pressure, perhaps so subtle that the son or daughter does not 
r~cognize that he/she has been directly influenced by parents in the choice of 
institution. Whatever the case may be, we must accept the fact that when 
students are asked to indicate how influential parents were, relatively few 
are willing to cite them with great frequency. If this is indeed true, if 
parents are not willing to recQ(llmend our institution to their offspring, \1/e 
· should find out why. Perhaps we could assume that parents do not know to what 
degree a student may profit from attending Central. Perhaps they don't know 
what we have to offer. In a sense it is the same kind of situation that we 
have with counselors and teachers. Perhaps they are unaware of the extent to 
which we can be of good service both educationally and professionally to them 
as students. I believe we should focus to some extent on parents and let them 
know what we can do for their children. We should let them know while the 
children are still in high school so that they might have some influence on the 
college-choice decision to be made.by the student. 
~-._· 
-·-'1'--As recruiters of students, I think that vJe may give numbr:r 4 priority to 
efforts by faculty and other college representatives. We have suffici~nt 
information to convince us that the teaching faculty of the university have 
never been accorded much influence in the decision of college students to 
attend the university. Perhaps we might qualify that and say that specific 
individuals have not been accorded much influence. It might be correct to say 
that reputation of faculty in general at our institution has been a decisive 
factor, but one cannot be sure. The surveys that we have undertaken over the 
years do not indicate this is so. 
Let us assume that it is probably true that faculty have not been a 
significant factor in recruiting. We can strengthen their efforts by providing 
them. with names, as we intend to do. We can _set up contacts between students 
and teachers. This has been discussed in some detail. Perhaps we will raise 
the awareness of students in the degree to which they see the faculty of the 
institution as an influence in its choice. 
The Admissions Office and 'th"e admissions representatives of the college have 
been included along with the faculty in this priority #4. This should not be 
( 12) 
interpreted to mean that the Admissions Office is not doing its job - that it is 
not accomplishing those objectives that it is intended to accbmplish. Rather, 
we must take note of the fact that admissions staff have not been attributed 
much influence in the choice of Cl~U as the school that students would want to 
attend. This is somewhat surprising given the fact that a great deal of 
personal contact is made by the Admissions Office with students, or potential 
students, in high school. Perhaps the influence exerted by admissions staff may 
be so subtle that again, as with par~nts, it is not noticed. Perhaps the 
admissions staff contacts serve as catalysts in that they serve to sway the 
feelings of students who already have a predisposition for Central based on 
some other factor, such as the size or location of the institution. Perhaps 
the information provided by the Admissions Offi~e is enough to sway them in our 
direction. However, the workings of a catalyst are not always recognized and 
perhaps it is so with the Admissions Office. ·In. any case, the Admissions Office 
should continue to offer support for students and the institution by getting out 
information on a timely basis when and wherever it can .. 
-·.t ". 
The fifth priority I have assigned to alumni. l~e have ·"'ocussed to some 
extent on the role that alumni can play in the recruiw1ent efforts of the 
college, and to a large extent \ve ha~e . focussed on organized groups of alumni 
that keep in touch with the university. From our efforts we know that alumni 
are influential in choice of the university as the school they want to attend. 
Students have told us that individuals who have attend ed the university (our 
alumni) have been influential in their decision to enter. We also have some 
reason to suspect that the alumni that are influential are the younger alumni, 
those individuals \vho are more likely to have very close personal contact with 
our students or potential students. Let•s take a look now at the organized 
alumni groups. We have been told that those individuals in organized groups 
tend to be older - in their 3o•s or older . These older individuals are less 
likely to have the personal, person-to-pers9n, warm effect with students or 
potential students that appear to be influential in the decision of the student. 
I v1ould therefore suggest that organized alumni groups can be of value to us, 
but perhaps not necessarily in the close personal contact in which a younger 
member might be more effective. This argument is somewhat tenuous, of course. 
Such person-to-person contact is influential more because of the personality 
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of the alumni rather than because of age. It is likely, however, that as age 
increases the probability of contact with students of pre-college age will 
d~crease. 
"' I do believe that the organized alumni chapters can be very useful in 
identifying students and passing the names of students on to the college. In 
addition, they can be very useful in getting information out to students or 
potential students. As with our residence hall council program, they can 
prbvide meeting places for informative meetings. 
I have discussed the priority that I vwuld give these groups of people 
as recruiters because of the fact that task force made plans to utilize them 
in mass recruiting efforts. I believe that some of them can be used more 
effectively than others and I also believe that in terms of educating some of 
them, that we sho~ld give priority to some over others. The priorities that 
I have assigned I have done so on the basis of how I believe we~1ll profit 
from them. -·~-. 
Having discussed items which pertain to a recruitment of students, I will 
focus for awhile on factors that I t~ink relevant to our efforts to retain 
students at Central. Much of this information has been gleaned from questionnaires 
that we have sent to students who do not ~eturn after spring quarter, or infor-
mation that we have gathered from students as they withdraw from Central during 
an academic quarter. 
Over the years we have been asking students who withdraw from Central to 
tell us why they have done so. The question has been put to stu~ents who 
withdraw during and between quarters. We have noted that a limited number of 
reasons will consistently be cited with considerable frequency. Over the years 
the following has be~n the result. 
1. r~oney: Got a job/financial problems (35% - 40%) 
2. Change of interest to something other than college (18% - 25%) 
3. Qua 1 ity of · co 11 ege/facu lty/programs (15% - 20%) 
4. Academic difficulty ( 10% - 26%) 
5. Did not like CWU college life (9% - 15%) 
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6. Medical problems (2% - 3%/19% -20%) 
The double percentages that I have indicated for the medical problems area may 
be of interest to you. As ·I told you before, we have administered our survey 
to students who withdraw between quarters and students who withdraw during the 
quarter. We have found that those students who withdraw during the quarter 
cite medical problems with greater frequency than those who withdraw between 
quarters. Medical problems also refer not only to the state of the student 
him/herself, but to health status of relatives or family members. For example, 
we find that there are some people who withdraw because it becomes their 
responsibility to run a household or support a family because a parent has 
become ill and is unable to do so. 
You v.,rill also nole that the range of the· proportion of students who cite 
academic difficulty as an i111portant influencer is quite wide, varying from 
10% to 26%. The 26% was es tab 1 i shed by the students \vho 1 eft ~ntra 1 during 
1976-77. ~..f. .. ior to that time the proportion of people citing academic difficulty 
as an influence had ranged up and down from 10% to 20%. 
As I said before, these reasons have been cited .quite consistently by 
students. Other reasons have also been given but with far less frequency. It 
would appear profitable to focus on these problem areas. By putting resources 
and time into them, we could perhaps stem some of our attrition. During the 
spring of 1977, when she was acting assistant dean of students, K~therine Sands 
interviewed each student who began the withdrawal process. As a result of 
those interviews, and the contact that she had with these students, she was 
able to refer some individuals to resources we have on campus and reverse their 
intent to withdraw from Central. This is one example of how resources and time 
could be used to change the situation. 
However, it is not sufficient to wait until the student is on the verge 
of withdrawing before we make any effort to help him/her. We have to forsee 
the kinds of problems that will be con1ing up and act proactively. For example, 
let us examine the area of financial problems. We know that many individuals 
withdraw because they have serious money problems. They need additional funds 
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in order to stay in school. \·Je have a very active program of student ·employment. 
~le could offer the opportunity to these students to apply for financial aid or 
lnans. But additional money is not always the answer. We have many students 
who cite financial problems as a reason for lea~ing and upon further examination 
we find that perhaps the question is one of how much value is placed on a college 
education. The funds are limited, but not necessarily so much so that a student 
must leave school. Perhaps there is a choice of making a car payment or making 
a dorm payment, with the latter losing out. There is conflict bet\·leen our 
values and the values of the student. Perhaps value clarification sessions or 
techniques could be used to assist the student in the clarification of values. 
(To see things our way?) We want to assist the student and really answer the 
question: Is the sacrifice that I might make worth the results of achieving my 
college education? In addition, we might also offer the student help in looking 
at ways to stretch lin1ited resources. We might help stude~ts set up budgets or 
we might advise them in how to make the best use of limited numbers of dollars 
so that they might not have to drop out of school. 
:~ 
Let us look now at the area ~f medical problems. In som~ instances an 
illness need not be of long duration in order to derail the progress that a 
student is making. A student may be out a total of two weeks in a quarter. In 
that two weeks he may become so hopelessly delayed in his progress that he/she 
feels that he/she must drop out of school. Could we set up mechanisms whereby 
a student who has a valid medical excuse can continue attending classes? It 
need not be necessary that one get a grade at the end of the quarter, but it 
would be desirable to keep the student in a learning environment so that the • 
progress made to that point is not lost. Could we provide students who· are out 
of school for short periods intensive help so that the work may be made up prior 
to the end of the quarter or perhaps at the beginning of the next quarter? To 
those students 1·1ho have to leave the immediate vicinity in order to get any 
medical help or give assistance to some per~on getting m~dical help, we might 
offer some kind of help. Could the student complete courses in absentia? 
Could a student be given I's with the understanding that upon returning to the 
institution (perhaps after a month or so) that an effort would be made to 
remove the incomplete from the student record? 
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Without going into further detail in each of these problem areas, I will 
say that I think that, within the existing structure of the university, we can 
d"o some things that vdll help to allay the concerns that the students have. We 
must operate in a manner such that we focus our attention on and are conscious 
of these factors as important to students and important as reasons for which 
Central loses students. 
We have given a good deal of attention to the residence hall requirement 
that we have at Central. Essentially each freshman and sophomore student is 
required to live on campus until age 21, or until achieving junior status. 
There are exemptions to the rule but not many. There has been much speculation 
that the requirement has cost the university m~ch in terms of student enrollment. 
The surveys that \ve have conducted suggest that \'Jhile the residence hall 
. . 
requirement is cited by some people as imporfant to their decision, overall it 
does not appear tremendously important. For example, I have alread~ noted that 
there are sorne· differences in the way that students 1vho v.Jithdral~f)etl-;een quarters 
and students who withdraw during quarters respond to certain items. The 
residence hall item is one of the items in which there is a difference between 
the responses of the two groups. Students who withdraw during an academic 
quarter cite the residence hall requirement with far less frequency than do 
those who leave between quarters. Six percent of students who withdraw during 
the quarter cite the reason. The 6% figure is quite consistent over the years. 
On the other hand, 16% to 18% of students who drop out between quarters cite 
the residence hall requirement as an important factor. What does this mean for 
the requirement? 
It would appear that we could maintain the residence requirement for 
freshman students and not lose a considerable number of our enrolled students 
during the year. Students for whom the requirement is a concern appears-to 
be ~otivated enoug~ to maintain their statu~ as a college student even in the 
face of having to live in a college residence hall. However, after completion 
of the freshman year we might take another look at it. It would appear that 
some students 1-1ho are fr~ced 1·1ith another year of residence hall . 1 iving opt, 
to a greater degree, to leave the institution - to the tune of 16% to 18% who 
cite this as an important reason. Is the difference between the 6% and the 
.-
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average of 17% sufficiently large to be considered as a possible reason for 
resinding the sophomore requirement? In and of itself, probably not. In and 
of itself it does not account for a sufficient number of withdrawals. However, 
if there are several other good and sufficient reasons for resinding the 
sophomore requirement, ~hese results might a~so be considered along with those 
reasons. Again, I will toss in a caution that I noted ea~lie~. That is, we 
have information from students who have chosen to attend Central Washington 
University, and we have information from students who have applied for admission 
for college but have not come here. We do not have any knowledge on how many 
students fail to apply for admission to Central because of the freshman/sophomore 
requirement to live on campus. 
In the fall of 1976, the Testing and Evaluative Services administered to 
entering students, a questionnaire which asked them to cite important reasons 
for their attending college. Following is a list of the reasons that were 
cited with greatest frequency and the proportion or percentage of•~ tudents by 
whom they were cited as important. 
1. Learn more about things that interest me (75.5%) 
2. To be able to get a better job (69.8%) 
3. To get a general education and appreciation of ideas (65.6%) 
4. To meet ne1·1 and interesting p·eople (62.7%) 
At this time I do not have any direct information that bears on the degree 
to which the institution is doing its job in relation to these expressed reasons 
for attending college. For example, I do not know at the present time, nor do 
we'have research behind us that would indicate that students at CWU are indeed 
learning more about things that interest them. Are we provid~ng them that 
opportunity? Do they lose interest in C\~U because they do not get the chance or 
the opportunity to focus on those things that interest them? I don't have an 
answer to those questions. Perhaps we are not. Perhaps that is why we lose 
some students. I do have some information that indirectly helps us to gain 
insight on hol't \'tell we may be doing on 2 through 4. 
• . ~ 
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Over a period of four years, the Testing and Evaluative Services have 
been administering to graduating seniors a questionnaire on which we have 
• 
asked them questions regarding satisfaction with the program of study at the 
institution. We have asked a series of questions which produce scale scores 
on Human Relations, Humanities, Critical Thinking and Vocational Preparation 
scales. Specifically, students were asked to estimate the extent to which 
the Central experience contributed to their attainment of goals in the areas 
mentioned above. They were given th~ opportunity to use one of the following 
descriptors to demonstrate or to cite the degree of attainment. 
(a) very little, (b) some\·Jhat, (c) quite a bit, or (d) very much 
The students have been very consistent over time in their assignment of ratings 
to the statements which constitute the four stales. It is the opinion of 
graduating seniors that the institution does its best job in the area of 
vocational preparation. The average response to this area is s,.J.J9.htly below 
the order of. "quite a bit." That area which ranked #2 by students is the 
human relations area, and if I were an instructor assigning a grade to this 
area, as seen by the students and using the descriptors shown above, I would 
say that the grade is "quite a bit - . ·~ Perhaps using the grade system with 
which we are so familiar at Central we might be able to bring a little more 
light to the situation . Let's assign the grade of A to "very much," B to 
"quite a bit," C to "some1·1hat," and D to "very little." Vocational Preparation 
gets a grade of B, and Human Relations gets a grade of B-. Looking then at 
Critical Thinking and Humanities, we can think of Critical Thinking as achieving 
a grade of C+ along with Humanities. 
Looking then at the reasons for attending college which·the students cite, 
take noteof the reason "to be able to get a better job." If I'Je look at the 
high or "B" grade given Vocational Preparatipn, v1e can say that perhaps we do a 
good job of satisfying that particular need as expressed by students. Looking 
nov1 at the need expressed by students "to meet nev1 and interesting people," we 
can perhaps consider the infor111ation that \·Je get on Human Relations as giving 
us sorne feedback on hov1 we rneet that need. The grade of B- again suggests 
that we are doing a fairly g~od job of helping the students to develop both 
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social skills and are providing the students with the opportunity to meet new 
and interesting people. ~Je do less well VJith the need of "to get a general 
education and appreciation of ideals." Looking at the grades given the humanities 
and critical thinking areas .• we have little insight as to what the low ratings 
might mean. We are not quite sure if being rated low means we don't provide 
enough in the humanities area. Or are we rated low because we do not do a good 
job of presenting or imparting to the student what we now have? It would take 
s~ne effort to find out. 
While the information that we have gathered from graduating seniors gives 
us some indication of how graduating students feel about what the school has 
given them, we cannot relate it directly to the needs for college that students 
have when they come to CWU, needs expressed as reasons for attending college, 
cited above. I think that in the future \·Je rrrust continue to be very av1are of 
what students need from us. Indeed, we should go to the students while they 
are still in high school and find out what does interest them if they want to 
"111· 
learn mdre aRout things that interest them. vJhat are these things, and how can 
the institution gear up or ~rovide for meeting that need? 
Looking nm·J at some information that we have on the · drop-out rate at 
Centt·al, particula1·ly at the 1 imited information 1·1e have on "native students." 
Native students, by the 1·1ay, are those students 1·1ho enter Central \·lashington 
Unive1·sity as new freshmen. They are not students 1·1ho come to Central by v1ay 
of a community college or any other educational institution. He have some 
data which indicate that approximately 35% of our native freshmen will graduate 
at the end of four years. This is somewhat disconcerting when we look at 
information that v1e get from other schools on the numbers of natives that they 
will graduate. We should also be aware of the fact that this information that 
1·1e have here is based exclusively on freshman students. He do not kno\'J nor do 
we have a good handle on the transfer stude~t experience and graduation ratios. 
Furthermore, the freshman native students have not been followed up beyond the 
four year period. We have sufficient data from other institutions to know that 
had these students been followed up for another two or three years that we 
\'/Ould find a greater nurnber that have been graduated. 
... 
- A . 
• 
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I have a little infonnr1tion on individuals \'Jho drop out during quarters 
that might be of interest to you. During the winter quarter of 1977 our office 
followed up all students who had dropped out fall 1975, winter 1976, and spring 
1976, to determine hm'l many of those students had come back to school. Remember 
that this information is limited to those individuals \-Jho dropped out during the 
academic quarter. The question that \·Je had on our minds was: Hhere are these 
students now? (now, being winter 1977). We found that of the fall 1975 drop-
outs, 17% had returned to Central to take another try at achieving a degree. 
We found that during the winter of 1977, 2% of those who had dropped out in 
fall of 1975 had graduated and that 6% were still enrolled at Central pursuing 
a degree. 
Looking at the infonnation on the winter 1976 drop-outs, we noted that 
17% of the individuals had returned at one time ·or another and that 1% had 
graduated by winter 1977. Also, 5% were still enrolled at Central pursuing 
a course of study. 
.._. 
Lo-oking at the spring 1976 data, \·Je note that 21% had returned for another 
try and that 2% had graduated by winter of 1977 and 12% were still enrolled in 
school. 
Hhat is some\'Jhat disconcerting is tJ1e lovJ percentage of drop-outs 
\·:ilo had returned for another try. Seventeen pet·cent and 21% are not particularly 
high figures, and it would be much better if we could increase that to, say, 
50%. 
A fledgling attempt was made to contact some of these indi~iduals in the 
spring of 1977. Over the years we have noted that when people drop out during 
the quarter, approximately 20% vJill say that they do not intend to return to 
Central, 35% ar~ undecided and 45% to 50% will indicate that they intend to 
return to Central. The information that we have would suggest that a large 
number of those who indicate they are undecided or who indicate that they 
will return do, in fact, not return. The fledgling attempt that was made in 
the spring of 1977 was to contact, via a card, those individuals who had dropped 
,.. 
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out to let them know at least the school still remembered them, that the Dean 
of Student's Office was still interested in their future plans. Hopefully 
their future plans would include returning to Central. Unfortunately, we do 
not have any infonnation which would indicate how successful or unsuccessful 
we were. At some time in the future we will have to follow-up the drop-outs 
of winter 1977 and spring 1977 to see if, indeed, the percentage of students 
who returned is any higher than the data we have at present. Incidentally, 
the 17% and 21% figures noted above ftre srnnewhat lower than estimates of the 
return rate that had been made earlier. 
I would like to end this presentation on a high note. I have already given 
you some indication of how the students feel a~out their preparation that Central 
has given them. Generally .they feel that after four years of experience, the 
institution deserves fairly good n1arks in it~ pre~aration of students in 
specified areas. In the springs of 1976 and 1977, we went to students via a 
cofnmunications class and among other questions, asked them to iriqjcate the 
. "1!1-
degree to which they were satisfied or dissatisfied with CWU. Looking at the 
results and looking at the return by all students whom we polled, we noted that 
in 1976 only 9.7% of the students were unsatisfied or completely unsatisfied with 
Central. In the spring of 1977 the same rating received a 13.2% citation by 
students. These two numbers are relatively low, and because of the survey 
sample sizes, I \·:ould suspect that the tv10 percentages are not significantly 
different. In any case, they are very low. The results suggest that we have 
a relatively small proportion of students at all levels who are unsatisfied to 
any degree with the offerings or with the Central experience. 
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Re: For Your Information: Article on the Role of Financial Aid 
in Attrition and Retention 
Just recently I circulated to you a copy of Greg Trujillo's 
summary of student surveys. You will remember that Greg reported 
that 35%-40% of the students who have withdrawn from Central have 
indicated "got a job/financial problems.". This appears to be the 
major reason for student dropout at CWU. 
The attached article reflects on the · question of whether lack 
of money for college is the major reason for student dropout. We 
know that many students at CWU do have serious financial problems, 
but perhaps we, too, should refle ct on the other aspects of this 
retention problem. 
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.· 
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The College Board Review, No. 104, Summer 1977 
Hut this ~;or1. of r,enendiz.atiun isn'l good cnmJgb fo r 
institutions tha1 li~tve the gm1l of improving sl ude nt rc-
·:· rention rates. I h;;ve spent t;ome time. ihcn·"we., i·cvicv. .. .. 
ing recent 1cscv.rch int\i !1 1!)ition and 1TiC)<(~ r·n \Vlmt ~ 
have learned may be worth the reader's furthn investiga-
tion. 
A review of the rese.arch on the dropout process by 
W. G. Spady indicates that attrition may be best explored 
by an interdisciplinary approach involvi:ig an interaction 
between the individnal student and his particular college 
environment in which his attributes (i.e., disposition, in· 
tcrests, attitude, and skills) are exr<•sed to influences, 
expectations, and demands from a Y<triety nf sources-
including courses, faculty members. :dmin::-;tr<~tors, and 
peers. · · - --
Spady's review of the literature in this mea prior to 
1970 indicates that the major inference to be cirawn from 
the ent.ire set of n ndings would appear to be that survival 
in college is dependent largely on a clear and realistic set 
of goals and having interests that are compatible with the 
influenC-es and expectations of faculty and cunicula. To 
the extent that the intellectual development of the stu--
dent is a primary goal of any undergraduate college , three 
important implications emerge from Spady's findings. 
First, intcllectt~al and cultural growth appcats to be 
greatest for those students with inherently strong intellec-
tual orientations. · 
_  . Second, while much of this growth undoubtedly. tak~s 
place as the result of exposure to the general curriculum, 
outside contacts with faculty members and opportunities • 
'- for channeling these interests ex'tracurricularly seem to 
be_ very important. -.. 
Third, intellectual development i 
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tingent upon the intellectual resources of the student. At-
titudes toward learning appear to be more important than 
the quality and amount of previous academic-intellectual 
experience as far as expanding a student's cognitive ca-
pacity is concerned. 
In a recent book by Robert G. Cope and William 
Hannah, entitled Re~·oldng College Doors~ The Causes 
and Consequences of Dropping Out, Stopping Out, and 
Transferring , the authors main findings are summarized 
in a simple and straightforward fashion and are listed as 
follows: 
1) The withdrawal rate is high, has been high for the 50 
years of attrition research, and seems to change little over 
time. Between 40 and 50 percent of the entering students 
earn baccalaureate degrees in four years, 20 to 30 per-
cent graduate later, and the remaining 30 to 40 percent 
never earn degrees. 
2) Since most talented students persist in their studies 
toward degrees, there is little attrition among the most 
promising entrants, at least in terms of degrees earned. 
3) Men and women discontinue, stopout, transfer, and 
so on in approximately equal proportions, but for different 
reasons: Men more often because of matters related to 
competence, adequacy, and identity searching; women 
more often because of intellectual-aesthetic dimensions, 
dating, and marriage. 
4) Colleges know little about the reasons for with-
drawal, the process of withdrawal, or the actual propor-
tion of students leaving their campus. 
5) The rate of college degree completion varies con-
siderably among different colleges and universities. The 
prestigious private universities experience little attrition 
over four years, while some of the less prestigious private 
colleges, the state colleges, and the community colleges 
have most of their students withdraw prior to completion 
of any degree. 
6) The primary factor in "holding power" is the stu-
dent's identification with the college. Colleges are more 
likely to retain the student who chooses the institution 
because of its clear image values and program, and who 
knows this is what he or she wants. 
7) Most quantitative research (such as admissions 
data) is without value in either predicting withdrawal or 
understanding the reasons for discontinuance, since such 
research considers a limited number of averages, college 
entrance test scores , parents' income, socioeconomic 
class background, participation in high school activities, 
and the like. In addition, the reasons for discontinuance 
are usually complex, overlapping, often have nothing to 
do with the student, and in some instances may not even 
be recognized by the student. Changed vocational choice, 
poor choice of the college in the first place, meeting a 
loved one and transferring to be with him or her, dissatis-
faction with the college, fulfilling less than degree expec-
tation, and other multifaceted issues are involved in with-
drawaL 
8) It seems clear, too, that there is no dropout "per-
sonality ," only individual personalities interacting with 
different campus environments, at various times in their 
mutual and changing lives. 
9) The positive results of discontinuance (permanent 
or temporary) are often so substantial that there may be 
good reasons to encourage even more students at least to 
stop out, if not drop out. 
An initial review of the issues surrounding retention 
and attrition leads one to two different viewpoints that 
are possible. The first is the institutional perspective 
which interprets dropping out as academic failure. An 
opposing viewpoint is that of the student, which focuses 
on the experiences and perspectives of individuals who 
enter college with a variety of motives, abilities, and in-
terests , and who may find higher education unsuited and 
often insensitive to their needs and skills. 
For those who drop out of higher education entirely 
(the 40 to 50 percent of all freshmen) the cost is high. 
Leaving often involves a substo.ntial cost to the student in 
lost earnings potential and immediate out-of-pocket costs 
which may include the repayment of an educational loan. 
(It would be interesting to see, for example, if there is 
any difference in the loan default rate, bet\veen those stu·· 
dents who have taken out educational loans and who 
complete their degree as opposed to those students who 
utilize loans and do not achieve their educational objec-
tives.) 
The institution also loses when a student drops out, be-
cause substantial sums of money are expended in recruit-
ing students. Additionally, the institution invests time, 
energy, and financial resources in teaching, counseling, 
record maintenance, housing, and other efforts to ac-
commodate its students. Of more direct concern to some 
of us are the monetary commitments our institutions 
make in the form of vastly expanded student aid pro-
grams. As both state and federal student aid programs 
have grown tremendously over the years, the taxpayer 
has also joined the institutions as a major investor in the 
maintenance of the educational establishment. It is my 
contention that the spirit of accountability will necessitate 
closer scrutiny of the cost-effectiveness of publicly sup-
ported student aid programs which will mean going be-
yond the limited objective of enrolling eligible students, 
and will progress toward attrition and retention issues. 
The degree recipient, therefore, becomes the end re-
sult of a significant institutional and public investment, 
while the non-graduate erodes scarce institutional and 
public monetary resources. It is, therefore, incumbent 
upon us who are directly inv?lved with students to know 
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and learn more about \Vhat causes students to leave, and 
maybe more relevant. what enables our students to stay 
and persist. 
For those of us who have a specific interest in student 
financial aid programs and the financing of educational 
costs, it seems appropriate to mention the tentative con-
clusion reached by Cope and Hannah that financing col-
lege is not a major problem in persistence. Lack of money 
seems to be a socially acceptable reason to discontinue 
attending school, regardless of actual financial position. 
Family income has been an important variable in many 
studies of attrition with the findings less than consistent, 
and a number of studies have found family incomes un-
related to persistence. Christopher Jencks and David 
Riesman, in the book entitled The A cademic Revoltltion, 
concluded that " ... while dropping out is probably not 
related to parental income, it is related in some cases to 
parental parsimony." This situation is reflected when 
students are forced to borrow all or a portion of their ex-
pected parental contribution. This situation, when it re-
sults in multiple loans, is another area of possible investi-
gation for the student aid community. 
It is my observation that parental parsimony is an espe-
cially relevant issue at high-cost institutions. In such in-
stitutions, even the most concerted efforts of a student to 
make up an expected parental contribution will leave the 
student far short of meeting institutional costs which for 
private four-year institutions approach $5,000 for the 
1977-78 academic year. 
It is interesting to note that Cope and Hannah believe 
that the commitment to finish college resulting from the 
motivational climate of the family is far more important 
than having enough money. ~I any of the claims of drop-
ping out because of financing could actually be claims of 
dropping out because of lack of commitment. The au-
thors make the assertion that lack of finances is more of a 
barrier to starting college than it is to finishing college. 
This I believe to be an important distinction. The au-
thors indicate that personal commitment may deserve 
more attention both in the admissions process and in re-
search, and it is their impression that personal commit-
ment to either an academic or occupational goal is the 
single most important determinant of persistence in col-
lege. 
Following after personal commitment, it seems that the 
concept of "fit" between student and college (the pres-
ence of it or lack of it) accounts for most of the persistence, 
or for most of the transferring. stopping out, and dropping 
out. If the student is brought to an environment that is 
not conducive to his or her aspirations and expectations, 
there will occur significant tensions that must be allevi-
ated. Means of enhancing the fit between student and in-
stitution should be a major task for all of us. 
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Further arguments are presented that self-selection 
into a college of one's choice is the most important factor 
in maintaining active enrollment, and the lower dropout 
ratio at priv<tte colleges is attributed to the pattial result 
of students selecting colleges with values that are congru-
ent with their own . Variations in dropout rates among and 
between private and public institutions are substantial, 
ranging from 10 percent at some highly selective liberal 
arts colleges to 80 percent at less selective state colleges. 
·The point is also made that the rate of dropping out 
among community college students is apparently con-
siderably higher than rates at four-year colleges. 
I have pursued this point because I believe that in an 
age of highly intensified student recruitment we will find 
"The institution also loses when a student 
drops out, because substantial 
sums of money are expended 
in recruiting students. 
Additionally, p.... 
the institution . . ~.·;,c 
invests time, 
energ_ , and , 
financ ialresourcesiri 
teaching, counseling, 
record maintenance, housing, and other 
efforts to accommodate its students:' 
ourselves with many students who don't "fit" the institu-
tions in which they enroll. It is my contention that in the 
process of enticing students to our institutions, whether 
by means of no-need scholarships, so-called flexible 
standards, or other activities of dubious merit, we are 
sowing the seeds of attrition and retention problems with 
which most institutions are unwilling or unable to cope. 
While the national and institutional rates have not 
changed. there indeed has been an alteration in the pri-
mary reasons for students leaving college. In an age of 
inflated grade point averages, there are fewer academic 
failures and more voluntary dropouts with student dis-
satisfaction and general disillusionment increasingly the 
motivating force. It is important to reiterate that we 
should not be lured into the trap of assessing attrition and 
retention in academic and/or financial terms, as there is 
~very indication that the actual reasons for withdrawal 
are related to poor choice of institution and motivational 
factors that bear on a student's commitment to a specific 
educational goal. 
From an institutional point of view, it would behoove 
all of us to identify practical measures that minimize a 
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student's chances of dropping out. The rationale is bla-
tantly pragmatic as the retention of students relates di-
rectly to one of the biggest concerns for the future, 
namely declining enrollments. One need not be deeply 
involved in the economics of higher education to recog-
nize that each new student brings additional income and 
each student retained maintains this much needed in-
come. As it becomes more difficult to recruit new stu-
dents to shore up enrollments, it seems appropriate and 
necessary to enhance the persistence of already enrolled 
students. 
Financial Aid and Student Persistence 
In his book entitled "Preventing Students From Drop-
ping Out," Alexander Astin indicates that undergraduates 
usually pay their costs through one or a combination of 
five different sources of aid: family , scholarships, loans, 
savings, and work. The author presents evidence that the 
source and amount of financial aid can be an important 
factor in the student's ability to complete college. 
Some of the general conclusions arrived at in Astin's 
book are as follows: 
1) Receiving support from parems for college expenses 
generally enhances the ability to complete college. 
2) Students who are married when they enter college 
persist better if their spouses provide major support for 
their college costs. 
3) Scholarships or grants are associated with small in-
creases in student persistence rates. The amount of grant 
support appears to be a major factor in student per-
sistence, particularly among black students . 
4) Reliance on loans is associated with decreased per-
sistence among men in all income groups . 
5) Participation in federal work-study programs seems 
to enhance student persistence. particularly among 
women and blacks. Work-study has it ' s most consistent 
positive impact among students from middle-income 
families. Jobs on campus are clearly superior to off-cam-
pus employment. 
6) Reliance on savings or other assets appears to de-
crease the student's chances of finishing college. 
7) Reliance on GI Bill support is negatively associated 
with student persistence. 
8) Support from ROTC stipends is strongly associated 
with increased student persistence. 
1 0) In general, any form of aid appears to be most ef-
fective if it is not combined with other forms. This is 
especially true in the case ofwork-srudy programs, which 
tend to lose their beneficial impact when combined with 
grants or loans. This loss is especially marked among low-
income students. The only combination which is associ-
ated with greater persistence is work-study and major 
loan support. 
It should be noted that one problem with assessing the 
effects of any single variable, such as financial aid, is that 
most variables do not occur: in isolation, as other environ-
mental factors interact to influence student attrition or 
persistence. However, it seems clear that most institu-
tions would benefit from offering on-campus work oppor-
tunities to all students whether need is a factor or not. 
Because a well-run on-campus student employment pro-
gram meets both financial aid and manpower needs, the 
institution would have much to gain as opposed to giving 
away funds under a no-need grant program. With the data 
on persistence adding to the student employment argu-
ment, it would behoove all of us to pursue a closer look 
at this particular resource. 
Available evidence supports the conclusion that the 
provision of job opportunities for students is one sure 
way to enhance student persistence. There seems to be 
every indication that an on-campus job, even during the 
freshman year, substantially increases the student's 
chances of finishing college. Federal work-study and 
other fom1s of on-campus employment seem to be 
equally positive in this impact. 
In the course of reviewing available supporting docu-
ments in the student work area, I recalled a rather lengthy 
memo, dated December 21, 1970, from Mr. Warren 
Trautman, who was then Chief of the Work-Study Branch 
of the Division of Student Financial Aid. The subject of 
this memo was '·Who Should Work?" What was provided 
was an extended documentation that strongly supported 
the value of student work programs. Supporting evidence, 
representing scholarly research rather than opinion, 
clearly encourages the utilization of student work options 
as a means of meeting a student's financial need. 
The evidence just alluded to presents a cogent argu-
ment for fostering student employment programs, not 
only as a financial resource, but for other reasons that are 
more closely related to academic concerns. What I find 
most interesting is that Astin has demonstrated that 
whether the job is in an academic or non-academic sector 
does not make any appreciable difference, nor does the 
degree of relevance to the student's course work or ca-
reer plans. Even job satisfaction is not a major factor. 
Students improve their chances of finishing college even 
if they dislike their on-campus job. The only qualification 
concerning student employment's positive effect is the 
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number of hours worked; these should be limited to not 
more than 20 hours per \veek. These findings are of spe-
cial relevance as they dispel the current faddishness that 
surrounds career education. In many cases institutions 
have been unable to define clearly the role of student em-
ployment or have not recognized the multiplicity of roles 
a ·student employment program plays in the life of an in-
stitution. 
In sh01t, there is every indication that institutions \••ish-
ing to enhance persistence should make every effort to 
increase the number and type of on-campus jobs. bm the 
hours worked should be limited. 
It is my further observation that student employment 
programs could use more attention from the financial aid 
community if such a resource is to be of maximum benefit 
to both the institution and to its students. 
While the ability to assume and hold part-time employ-
ment seems to be a very positive factor in persistence, it 
is by no means the only one. There is good reason to be-
lieve that if ways can be found to involve students more 
in the life and environment of the institution, their chances 
of staying in college are improved. A recitation of the 
number of available mechanisms would include admis-
sions, freshman orientation, counseling, academic ad-
visement, financial aid, extracurricular activities. hous-
ing, and student services. However, research by :\stin 
seems to indicate that the reason students give mo't fre-
quently for leaving college is directly related to the in-
stitution's academic program. Specifically, this reason is 
students' boredom with courses. With this in mind. ad-
ministrators who are not part of the classroom establish-
ment have little opportunity to deal with what I believe 
to be the essential factors related to student persistence. 
What role do we have in addressing the issues of poor 
teaching, uninteresting courses, and superfluous require-
ments, all of which lead to unfulfilled expectations. II stu-
dent boredom could be reduced or minimized, many stu-
dents who become dropouts might well remain in college. 
Again it is important to note that the most frequent rea-
sons cited by Astin for dropping out for both men and 
women are as follows: boredom with classes, financial 
difficulties, dissatisfaction with requirements or regula-
tions, and change in career goals. 
The implications for institutional policy seem obvious. 
If in the process of allocating scarce institutional re-
sources, evidence is available that will provide guidance 
in the most effective use of limited resources, how can we 
persist in offering no-need scholarships? Why do\\ e per-
sist in emphasizing loan programs when such aid seems 
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to be the least effective in enabling students to complete 
their degree objectives? Clearly. the positive impact of 
on-campus student employment programs, especially on 
students from middle income families, indicates that such 
programs be prudently encouraged for all students as op~ 
posed to giving funds away on the basis .of academic or 
athletic abilities. 
In light of our institutional concern about decreasing 
enrollments, it would behoove all of us to become more 
knowledgeable about both attrition and retention. For 
many of us this will allow an alternative in meeting our 
enrollment goals, while for others it will provide an op-
portunity for much needed institutional self-study of 
goals and policies. Assuming all this concern will directly 
assist the individual student in his or her intellectual and 
personal. and social development. I must say I am cau .. 
tiously optimistic that we all will be in a stronger position 
to face the demands of the future. It seems clear by what-
ever yardstick one uses that if an institution of higher 
education is not special, marketable, personable, and 
academically sound, students \Vill neither enroll nor per-
sist in significant numbers. o 
.· 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: R/R Task Force 
FROM: Jim Applegate 
DATE: January 13, 1978 
RE: R/R Task Force Assignments 
' Specific action assignments are listed below for each member of the 
R/R Task Force. 
President Brooks 
1. Stand ready to help with any R & R project where involvement is 
appropriate, needed and requested. 
2. Involve the trustees in R & R according to the out~ine we have 
prepared for them and in other appropriate ways that may be 
discovered or suggested by them. 
·3. Central Investment Fund 
4. 
A. Do the necessary behind the scenes P.R. work with local business 
leaders in advance of the 1978 Central Investment Fund Drive. 
B. Help with social affairs for C.I.F. contributors. 
C. Attempt to gain statewide business support (matching) for C.I.F. 
Communicate: CWU to outside interests, etc. 
5. Students 
A. Help with retention by hosting students in the President's Recepti( 
Center, speaking to student groups, etc. 
B. Continue work with B.O.C., improve relation s hips with the Crier. 
6. Explore 
A. A cooperative program with Y.V.C. for minority students 
B. Elimination of on-campus living requ irement for a ll sophomores 
under the age of twenty-one who are single . 
Mr. Winslow/Mr. McClure 
1. Coordinate the DOC efforts to r e cruit and retain students. 
A. Arrange for student volunteers (LGA's, etc.) to provide the names 
of potential students. 
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B. Arrange for student volunteers to contact potential students in 
cooperation with Dr. Martin. 
2. Work closely with Dean Guy and organizers of the Field Representative 
Program. 
3. Develop the Contact Videa with Dr. Martin; i.e., have as many students 
as possible provide the names of at least 5 potential students. 
A. Prospective student names forms will have to be completed. 
4. Prepare article for the special edition of the Weekly Bulletin. 
Dean Martin 
1. Receive names of potential students (referred, inquiries, Washington 
Pre-College Tests), from Admissions and other sources after Corky 
has sent his first letters. 
2. Meet with departmental and/or school faculty to inform them of the 
activities of the Recruitment and Retention Committee and solicit 
their assistance in the recruitment and retention program. In 
general, generate good public relations. 
3.5. Assign names for follow-up to student teacher supervisors, field 
faculty, faculty and students. 
3.5. Expedite answers to all questions raised by potential students by 
phone, letter or personal contact. Ensure that contacts are made 
personally , by telephone and/or letter to both admitted students 
and prospective students. 
5. Coordinate with Ken Winslow/Chuck l-1cClure the efforts of the Board of Control. 
A. Assign names to prevent duplicationi see that students from X 
high school contact students at x·high school. 
B. Direct student holiday efforts. 
C. Implement Contact V. idea. 
6. Arrange for 6 faculty to meet with potential students throughout the 
state. 
A. Determine cities and dates. 
B. Secretaries, students, supervisors, faculty, etc., contact 
students to come to meeting with parents. 
C. Arrange meeting place and inform potential students where and when 
D. Send 6 faculty plus Admissions representative (maybe others). 
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7. See that all counselors in Kittitas County are personally contacted 
by faculty, administration, and students. Coordinate with Bridges. 
8. Coordinate implementation of Open House idea, Science Fair, Senior 
Day, Technology Day, etc. 
Dr. Trujillo 
l. Obtain list o£ names £rom Washington Pre-College Tests for Mr. 
Bridges, then to Dean Martin. 
2. Conduct surveys in cooperation with Dr. Gerald Reed to ascertain 
students' attitude about advising. 
3. Organize and chair the CWU Marketing Committee with the charge to 
develop a 1-3 year marketing plan for Central. 
4. Conduct follow-up study o£ those students who received financial 
aid but did not enroll at Central. 
5. Prepare articles £or the special edition o£ the Weekly Bulletin. 
Dr. Habib 
l. Pursue the development of an Alumni Lounge on campus. 
2. Coordinate with Dean Schliesman. and Ms. Youmans the development o£ 
a comprehensive retention plan for CWU. 
3. Prepare articles £or the special edition o£ the Weekly Bulletin. 
Mr. Skeen 
l. Coordinate efforts of the Ellensburg community to recruit students. 
Chair committee o£ Mr. Dudley, Mr. Bridges, Mr. Liboky, and Mrs. 
Jones with the charge to_ get speakers at all civic organizations 
to request the names o£ potential students and to donate scholarships. 
2. Distribute the forms for names o£ prospective students and see that 
they are completed: and returned. 
3. Prepare article £or the special edition o£ the Weekly Bulletin. 
Ms. Youmans 
l. Develop and implement the Civil Service effort to solicit the names 
of potential students from staff or their acquaintances. 
2. Work with Dr. Habib and Dean Schliesman to develop a comprehensive 
plan £or ·retention o£ students. 
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3. Prepare article for the specia~ edition of the Weekly Bulletin. 
Dean Schliesman 
1. Work with Dr. Habib and Ms. Youmans to develop a comprehensive 
plan for retention of students. 
A. Explore advising program and suggest priorities to meet the 
needs of the program. 
B. Explore student activities, services, etc. and suggest priorities 
to meet any difficulties. 
2. Prepare article for the special edition of the Weekly Bulletin. 
Dr. Applegate 
1. Chair Recruitment and Retention Task Force 
2. Coordinate C.entral Inv~stment Committee campus activities 
A. Counselors to campus 
B. Annual fund drive 
C. Contact scholarship applicants with CWU information 
3. Explore the establishment of CWU contact persons throughout 
the state. 
4. Coordinate effort to contact CWU teacher-alumni and request 
their assistance in identifying potential students. 
A. Gail Jones and Ron Frye will impl e ment 
5. Coordinate effort to contact 1957-1961 alumni and solicit 
names of potential students from them. 
6. Contact Grant and Kittitas County high school seniors. 
7. Explore recruitment in cooperation with the Office of Admissions 
and the Conference Center. 
RAP 
A RETENTION ADVISING PROGRAM AT IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY 
Appalled by national and local statistics revealing that forty 
percent of most incoming freshman classes never finish a degree, we, in 
the College of Liberal Arts' Office of the Dean at Idaho State University, 
have established a retention advising program. Special features of the 
project include: an early warning identification system; substantial 
training for advisors; an intrusive thrust to the advising process; and 
significant recognition for those faculty involved with this effort. We 
call the program R A P. 
A profile of dropout-prone students has been defined and is applied 
during review of the records of students applying for admission. This 
profile utilizes data from ACT tests, grades from high school transcripts, 
information about a student's activities in secondary school, and a 
student's stated aspirations. Those students whose files contain indi-
cators characteristic of dropout-prone students receive an assignment 
to a RAP advisor. 
Advisors have been carefully selected for their acquaintance with 
university life, a willingness to .work closely with students, and 
reputations as effective teachers. During the late summer a workshop 
familiarized advisors with RAP procedures. Specific training in 
responding sensitively to students' needs was part of the workshop, as 
well as the providing of information about places on campus to which 
students m.i.ght be referred. A manual for RAP advisors was reviewed as 
part of the workshop, and it includes forms for logging referrals and 
time spent advising students. 
Rather than depending on a traditional advising pattern in which 
students seek out their advisors, we stress an intrusive advising process. 
Advisors consciously attempt to assist students actively rather than 
passively. Should a student neglect an appointment, a RAP advisor seeks 
that student out. Should a student have a financial problem, a RAP 
advisor contacts the Financial Aid Office on campus. Should a student 
need counseling services, a RAP advisor calls our counseling services, etc. 
' · 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
Art Keith {! 
Chairman, Faculty S e r~~~~IJ . . . r '"?. 
If - /,.:.} '/l-~ . '-' 
G. W. Beed, Chairman·7 " --
DATE: January 10, 1978 
RECEIVED 
JAN 1 2 1978 (/ffA 
FACULTY SENATE 
This is to inform you that Dr. Ron Hales will be the representative 
from our department on the Faculty Senate for Winter Quarter, 1978. 
GWB:jb 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
~::: ____ - __________ :-:: 
AUXILIARY SERVICES 
I~Et~ORANDUM 
TO: Art ·Keith 
FROM: Wendell Hill, Director of Auxiliary Services 
RECEIVED 
JAN 1 0 1978 
FACULTY SENATE 
RE: University Policy Requiring Freshman and Sophomores to Reside in 
University Residence Halls 
DATE: January 6, 1978 
During the past years questions have been raised about this University•s 
Housing Policy. Hore recently some have expressed the feeling that the 
policy should be changed or eliminated. 
In order to provide information about the policy, I have prepared the 
attached report. 
Wh/cp 
. . 
RECEIVED 
JAN 1 61978 qf:.. 
FACULTY SENATE 
January 16, 1978 
Dear Dr. Keith and entire Faculty Senate, 
I have served as a student senator to the Faculty Senate 
since January of 1977, approximately one year. During this 
time, I have provided the Senate with input from a student's 
point of view, which I hope was beneficial. 
During my term I gained a tremendous amount of know-
ledge about Central Washington University and it's relation-
ship to the faculty and administrators. To me, this knowledge 
has been highly beneficial and very valuable. 
I do, however, regret at this time that I must give up my 
Senatorship and yield my time to academics. Again, I thank you 
and all the Senators for allowing me to se~ve as a senator on 
the Faculty Senate. / 
_ S ince~/;p )' -~~t:e:rv; .V /f~~inslow 
ASC Board of Control 
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M E M 0 R A N D U M 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Art Keith, Chairman 
Faculty Senate 
Faculty Code Committee 
December 15, 1977 
Interpretation of the Code requested by R. Hansen and 
Education Department Proposal to Redesignate Ranks. 
The faculty code committee met and discussed the Hansen and 
Harrington letters regarding seniority and probationary time toward 
tenure. The committee concluded that (1) the concept of seniority 
is defined in terms of the period of service commencing with the 
first day of classes as a faculty member as stated in Section 3.78 
Part 4B (ii); (2) The Faculty Code, Revised, 1975 allows a distinc-
tion to be made between probationary time for tenure and seniority 
(Section 2.123, Part C). Allowing leave of absence to count as 
probationary time is construed as a discretionary act that is 
agreed to in writing and acted upon by the Board of Trusees. (3) 
The Faculty Code, Revised, 1975 does not specify that leaves of 
absence shall count against seniority. 
Therefore, the faculty code committee agreed that the Vice-President 
is empowered under the code to differentiate between probationary 
time for tenure and seniority and can appropriately apply that 
judgement to those applying for leave under the Faculty Code, Revised, 
1975. 
Also, time in rank is not forfeited by leaves of absence and those 
faculty who serve eight years in a rank,whether or not part of that 
time is on leave of absence, are entitled to a written statement 
from the Vice-President for Academic Affairs giving the reasons why 
promotion has not been granted. 
To: 
From: 
Date: 
CENT~ WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Faculty Senate 
President Broo(1l/) 
January 9, 1978 
Re: Retention/Recruitment Program 
RECEIVED 
JAN 1 0 1978 
FACULTY SENATE 
Attached · to this memo is a copy of the suggestions that I 
distributed to program directors/department chairmen in mid-
December. This is additional information for the January 18, 
1978 meeting of the Faculty Senate. 
Attachment 
/ 
RE'rENTION: OUR MAJOR PROBLEM 
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ACADEMIC AREA 
. , 
A. AdV3 s · :NqJ ~T~J·\ basic structure for Cent·cal' s current advising system 
bas· b,eep r deMeloped by Dean Schliesman and Dr. :Reed. We believe that ~ - , .. . . _r 1'1/IT. . . the S1~ t m· nas the potent1al to be a much stronger force 1n our 
ret~).J.};~.on ·r'ffff~f{tS i . however, there a ·-e some areas which require impi!6~M~1l~~ ·1'Specifically, ( 1) all advisors must understand that 
advising can become more than just planning or approving a schedule 
of classes, and they must act accordingly; (2) all advisors must 
contact their assigned advisees immediau~ly after the advisee receives 
t-he Advisor Assignment Notice naming his advisor; ( 3) all advisors 
must rece.ivr~ and act on the mater i.als sent from tht-: Academic Aovise-
ment Center to thedepartments; ( 4) advisors must be urged to make 
contact with their advisees between the 9-12 weeks of the term; 
(5) special attention and assistance should be given to students 
on academic probation and (6) advisors mu~t know of the services we 
have es·tablished for · s·tudents and try to make sure students use 
them. 
We suggest that Department Chairmen (1) make sure that advisors are 
the departments' best people in terms of drive/information/interest/ 
personality for advising, and (2) have the Departmen~help advise 
all students, not just t.heir majors. The "undeclared majorn may be 
our retention problem. ··· 
We suggest that an Advising Planning Task Force be formed consisting 
of 3-5 faculty advisors, 1-2 Deans, and l ·-2 students. Charge them 
with advising the Dean of Undergraduate Studies and the Director of 
Academic Advisement regarding academic advising. Have them plan and 
implement training sessions for all faculty advisors at regular 
intervals and suggest improvements in advising materials for advisors 
and students. 
B. Faculty/Student Interaction. Advising provides an excellent opportunity 
for increasing faculty studen·t interaction, which is the.J2Ei._me factor 
in retention. Involved students are less likely_to rop ou t . Ir 
~nere are ways that faculty/student interaction can be tripled, with 
faculty serving in their traditional academic roles (for example: 
major clubs, with frequent meetings; involvemerit with students in 
research; longer office hours, discussion groups with speakers--
anything to improve contact and the intellectual climate on campus), 
please promote them! Help students learn outside the classroom; 
show strong departmental concern for them; make time available for 
them. 
We realize that for Department Chairmen this is beyond making sure 
that student faculty relationships are good ln classes, that faculty 
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meet thRir responsihilitiRs, arR rp~sonAble with students, etc. 
We stress advising and faculty/student interaction outside the 
classroom because all indications from research state that above all, 
it is absolutely necessary for retention, especially at an insti-
tution llke Cenfral . 
We 0~ not propose that faculty assume roles that are ~ntirely, non-
tradi tiona! or that they lov1er academic standards. v1e ask only 
that departments and faculty members take greater responsibility 
for retention of students. We are convinced that retention will 
not be improved without it. 
RECRUITHENT: PROBLEM #2 
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE ACADEMIC AREA 
Recruitment: What is Underway 
A. Six Member Facul:S{ Team. Dr. Harrington has moved rapidly in 
selecting six faculty members who will form a travelling team to 
visit with prospective students and their parents in t~~ state's 
population centers. We will help him in (1) obtaining lists of 
the names of potential students; (2) distributing the names among 
the various team members; (3) arranging for meeting times and places; 
(4) seeing that the meetings are adequately publicized; (5) making 
travel arrangements for the team; and, (6) conducting the necessary 
follow-up. 
B. Support For Faculty Stationed Off-Ca~. I'Ve have taken steps to 
see that those faculty members stationed off ca..<11pus take advantage 
of their location and become active representatives of Central. 
They will be provided with the information necessary to recruit 
students such as lists of the names of potential students who live 
in their locations and information packets including the contact 
follow-up sheets. They will contact the potential students face to 
face if possible, or at least by telephone and, complete and return 
a follow-up sheet to the Office of Admissions for further action. 
Recruitment: Help Needed 
A. Assistance with On-camp us Counselor and Student Visitations. Our 
reading and discussion has convince·d us that successful campus 
visitations for students and counselors, particularly counselors, 
require a well planned program for them including: (1) opportunities 
to participate in, or to observe, various classes and activities; 
(2) warm welcomes from each school and department; and, (3) an 
experience that demonstrates Central is alive and well, offers quality 
academic programs and that administration, faculty, and staff care 
for students. 
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B. Administrators and Faculty Travelling Off Campus. Selected fu.culty 
who travel off campus can contact, e i ther personally or at least by 
telephone, potential ~tuder1ts living in the area of their travel. 
We will provide these individuals with (1) lists of the names of 
potential students; (2) information about Cc itral; and, (3) encourage-
ment to complete and return the follow-up flr• ets to the Office of 
Admissions. 
C. Other Suggestions: 
(1) Departments step up their contact~ with their high school/ 
corununity college counterpart~. Go there, speak to classes, 
encourage student enrollme nt at Ce ntral. Can you invite 
faculty from h.s./c.c. to come here to visit us? We want 
to attract their majors. 
(2) Department Chairmen/Deans plan ahead to stop at h.s./c.c. 
when they travel, visiting counselors and others. C.W.U. 
alumni are teaching in many schools and can help. 
( 3) I.Vhen possible, Departme1Yts coop<:~rate with each other and 
the Admissions Office when they launch recruitment efforts .. 
(How many Depart~ents will begin contacting students/schools 
in British Columbia, given the tuition breaks B.C. students 
now Emjoy?) 
(4) We need help in recruiting students from higSrschools in 
our immediate area (Kittitas County, especially). Sugges1.:.~.vn 
No. C(l) above applies to this. · 
( 5) lvhen information is provided to Department Chairmen on 
prospective students who are interested in specific programs, 
a letter should be sent to the s t udents as soon as possible. 
Ge neral 
A. We find that faculty/academic administrators at other universities 
are quite active in recruitment/retention activities; that is is not 
unusual for them to phone potential students, write them, and contact 
them personally. They visit h.s./c.c., etc. 
